



The Cyranides^ (referred to hereafter as Cyran.), from which the last word of
the title of the present article derives, is a curious/arra^o of ancient medico-
magical lore in Greek. It consists of six books or divisions of unequal
length and is a work of considerable antiquity; according to both the
compilers of LSJ (LSJ Suppl. vii) and those of the Canon of Greek
Authors and Works'^ the work is dated to the 1st or 2nd cent. A.D. It is a
manual containing, inter alia, information on the various properties of
herbs, plants, land animals, fishes, birds and stones as well as medico-
magical recipes utilizing those properties. In terms of content, cultural
aspects and "sciences" involved, the components of Cyran. are diverse and
quite often incongruous: mythology, sciences of the occult (astrology,
divination and magic), folklore, mineralogy, medicine, botany, and zoology
including ichthyology and ornithology. The tone varies immensely,
ranging from solemn, pious and mystic to didactic, scholarly, quasi-
scientific, to facetious, humorous and frivolous. The work is in prose with
an admixture of a few verse passages in dactylic hexameter and iambic
trimeter; neither the prose nor the verse shows any signs of craftsmanship
and literary pretentions on the part of the anonymous author(s). The
importance of Cyran. then lies not in its artistic-literary merits, which are
non-existent, but elsewhere, namely in its value as (a) a source of
Hellenistic and oriental science, pseudo-science and folklore; and (b) a rich
mine of classical and Hellenistic lexical (including grammatical and
syntactical) material which has not been preserved by any other written
source. The importance of Cyran. as a valuable text for the knowledge of
•I wish to record here my sincere thanks to Professors David Sansone of the University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign and George E. Pesely of the University of Northern Iowa for their
helpful ccnunents and criticism with regard to this article.
* For a bibliographical survey pertaining to the Cyranides, see R. Halleaux and J. Schamp,
Les lapidaires grecs (Paris 1985) xxvii. The latest work, not included in that survey, is Maryse
Waegeman, Amulet and Alphabet: Magical Amulets in the First Book of Cyranides (Amsterdam
1987).
^ L. Berkowitz and K. A. Squitier, Thesaurus Linguae Graecae: Canon ofGreek Authors and
Works, 2nd ed. (New York 1986) 93.
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the Greek language was grasped already by the compilers of LSJ, who
regarded it a lexicographical source that righUy falls under the purview of a
classical Greek lexicon and drew, therefore, substantially upon it in the
compilation of their monumental work. Quite a few of the words and
meanings recorded in that lexicon from Cyran. are hapax legomena.
The first lexicographical harvest in Cyran. by the compilers of LSJ
proved, however, to be far from exhaustive. Consequently, LSJ SuppL,
which appeared in 1968, had to draw more extensively and thoroughly on
that text. According to my calculations, the citations from Cyran. in LSJ
SuppL are twice as numerous as in LSJ and, as was the case with LSJ
earlier, quite a few of those citations document the existence of words and
meanings known from nowhere else up to now. However, even this second
lexicographical harvest in Cyran. failed to record all pertinent material that
occurs only in the work in question. Quite a few such lexical items in
Cyran. have been neglected, or, to a lesser extent, incorrectly or inadequately
treated by the lexicographers involved in the compilation of LSJ and LSJ
SuppL This fact along with the realization that most of those items that
still wait to be noticed and given their proper place in a Greek lexicon are
extremely important both for the reconsfruction of the thesaurus of the
Greek language as well as for the study of Hellenistic science and culture
(since they are to a large extent scientific technical terms), has been the
raison d' etre of the present article. Many such items are no doubt much
older than the period to which Cyran. is dated and must have been employed
in numerous literary and scientific works prior to that period which no
longer exist.
The present article contains entries which belong to the following
categories: new words, new meanings, new forms, and new constructions
and usages of familiar words. Even though several lexical items recorded in
LSJ and LSJ SuppL as hapax legomena might receive additional
documentation and illustration with citations from Cyran., this article has
deliberately and systematically avoided incorporating and discussing such
ancillary lexicographical material.^ The only instances in which this article
presents entries already recorded in the lexica are when:
A. the entry in the lexica is documented by only one citation in
which the word in question is, according to the lexica themselves, varia
lectio, conjecture, dubia lectio, orfalsa lectio;
^ I would like to mention here only by way of praeteritio just a few "hapax legomena" entries
in LSJ and LSJ SuppL which might be further documented and illustrated with citations from
Cyran.: ayXtxpoq 1. 10. 89, a-yx^Xojy 1. 16. 15, aKponptopov 1. 21. 56, avti-
TteXdpYoooK; 3. 36. 29, dpaeviicfi 2. 11. 24, Paxpaxixtii; 1. 21. 10, yvvaiKOjiavia 3.
9. 32, eyKpwcpoq 1. 1. 134, BtipionXiiictoi; 5. 12. 8-9, ix8uoei6fiq 1. 5. 2, Katdxpiajia
1. 12. 36, KowPapiq 4. 47. 2, Kpivofiupov 4. 24. 4. XajinvpCi; 3. 26. 2, XiGovpia 3.
46. 5, nvpfiTiKoXecov 2. 25. 7, oXcKiTpivoi; 6. 2. 2, napaGiyyavco 1. 4. 40,
TipoeKTejivo) 4. 40. 2, nv(r(ivr\c, 3. 32. 2, qxoiciq 4. 33. 2, xpi^oowpoi; 4. 74. 2.
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B. the entry in the lexica has come down to us from antiquity only
through glossaries, lexica, etymologica and grammatical treatises, all of
which have in most of the cases preserved words as isolated lexical items
out of context;
C. the only citation substantiating the existence of a word, meaning,
form, construction or usage recorded in the lexica comes from a later source
or a Christian author;
D. the lexica document only the literal or only the figurative
meaning of an entry;
E. LSJ or LSJ Suppl. has incorrectly treated a particular entry.
The vast majority, however, of the entries in this article are entirely absent
not only from LSJ and LSJ Suppl. but also from the other lexica, as well as
from Robert Renehan, Greek Lexicographical Notes: A Critical
Supplement to the Greek-English Lexicon of Liddell-Scott-Jones,
Hypomnemata 45 (1975) and 74 (1982).^
With very few exceptions, all the entries, including those designated by
me as "text, gloss" have been drawn from the text of Cyran. itself. By the
term "text(ual) gloss" I do not mean words added later by another person, for
example a glossator or a scholiast, in the margin or between lines or as a
part of a separate body of work of interpretive nature, designed to assist the
reader in the understanding of the Cyranidean text; by this term I have
designated entries which, while forming an integral part of the text, were
written by the author(s) of Cyran. as either synonyms or more familiar
names for various objects, in order to enable the user to identify the object
under discussion more easily. In addition to words that come directly from
Cyran., I have also admitted to this article as entries a few words drawn from
the Cyranidean Scholia, marginalia and supralinear glosses; entries of such
provenance I have designated as just "gloss" or "gloss on word X in Cyran."
On account of their formation and function as, at least in the case of some
of them, technical terms in various branches of science, I felt that such
words must not be denied admission to a lexicon of classical Greek,
especially since the scholia on so many ancient authors have been most
profitably utilized by modem lexicographers and philologists in general.
The edition of the text used for the composition of this article and to
which the Cyranidean references are made is the most recent one, namely
that by Dimitris Kaimakis, Die Kyraniden, Beitrage zur klassischen
Philologie 76 (Meisenheim am Glan 1976). The edition appeared
comparatively recently, after the appearance of the 9th edition of LSJ and
* The only lexicon other than LSJ and LSJ Suppl. which has included citations and entries
from Cyran. is the Diccionario Griego-Espanol (in progress). I have compared this article
against the two fascicles of DGE that have appeared up to now. The entiy dfineXiov of this
article is recorded in the lexicon in question s.v. I. 2 with its single citation coming from a
papyrus source which is later than my source by a century. Three other entries,
dYpioXdxavov, ainocrcoX^ and ajieOvooq, are incorrectly explained or treated in DGE, as I
demonstrate under each entry.
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LSJ SuppL, whose compilers used the earlier edition by C. E. Ruelle in F.
de M61y, Les lapidaires de I'antiquite et du moyen age, tome II: Les
lapidaires grecs (Paris 1898), which they cite by page.
aPpoDTO^, ov, adj., immune to tooth decay or caries: MvXaq 6e
doT|7iTo\)(; Kttl (XKivTixoAx; Tioifiaai Kal dPptbroxx; Cyran. 1. 1. 70. New
meaning. For the verb pipptboKop-ai in the sense "to decay," of teeth, cf.
pippcboKCD iTiLSJ and Cyran. 1. 12. 2.
dyvcDaxQ^, adv., unawares, unknowingly: ectv 5e dYvcioxox; (popEop
{sc. TOY IfxavTa), ixaXaKvaGriaetai Cyran. 1. 10. 65. The adv.
dfyvcboTax; as recorded in LSJ s.v. ixywusxoc, I. 3 from Procl. in Ale. p.
52C, and II. from Phld. Lib. p. 290 has different meanings, the meaning in
the latter citation being "inconsiderately."
dYpioXdxotvov, x6, text, gloss on SpaKovxia tj Tijiepoq = 6paKovT{a, y\,
a variety of edder-wort, Bot. Dracunculus vulgaris: ApaKovxIcov Svo ei5ri
elaiv • ^{a ^lev f| dypia . . . exepa 6e f| TiixEpoq t) Kal owoPikti, o eoxiv x6
dypioXd/avov r[ Kal dp|ievo?idxavov Cyran. 1. 4. 3-5. Stephanusand
LSJ record only the plural form dypioX-dxava from Schol. Theoc. 4. 52
but with a different meaning, "olera agrestia" and "wild pot-herbs,"
respectively, but not as the name of any particular plant. DGE cites Cyran,
for the meaning "verdura silvestre," rather than for the specialized meaning I
have given above.
aStiKTO^, ov, adj., proof against the bites of poisonous serpents, serpent-
proof, incapable of being bitten by poisonous serpents: dSiiKxov dno
epTiEx&v 8ia<p\)Xdxx£i Cyran. 5. 18. 3. The adj. is recorded in LSJ and
DGE, from sources other than Cyran., but with different meanings.
dSpv^oo, to appear bulky: YakaiKoc, XiGoq eoxI xov koXcovoi)
p-u7iapa>xEpO(;, <7iap)EXCov opaaiv TfUKvqv kh^xttpyi^sav Cyran. 6. 9. 3.
LSJ andDGE record only the verb dSpwco.
dSoopoSoKTiToq, ov, adj., deprived of gifts, without being given gifts,
having no share in gifts: Kal xaOxa jiev r\ ©Eia (p-6oi<; . . . £5a)pT|aaxo
jtaaiv dEpioic; xe Kal KaxaxOoviOK; C^ok;, iva ^tjSev d6copo66KTixov
KaxaXEiTCTi (scribendum KaxaXinr\) xw pC© Cyran. 4. 78. 7-8. The
word is recorded in LSJ and DGE, from sources other than Cyran., but with
a different meaning, "incorruptible."
dEiOaXTJq, EC,, adj., in the phrase dEi0aXTi(; Poxdv-q, the plant houseleek,
Bot. Sempervivum tectorum, a plant with pink flowers and thick succulent
leaves growing on walls and roofs; it is also called dEi^toov, of which the
Latin equivalents semperviva herba, semperviva (subsL), and sempervivum
(subst.), are a literal translation. It is to be noted that the word aithales <
Greek d£i0aXe<; does occur in Latin with the same meaning as the
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headword above, houseleek (Apul. Herb. 123): xa\>v(\c, (sc. zt\c, Q(i\vr\q) r[
XoXti a\)v 6n& deiGaXovq poxdvTiq e-yxeo^ievTi Cyran. 4, 23. 2-3; cf. 4.
39. 12. A casual reader will unsuspectingly take dei0aXov<; as a generic
adj. signifying any kind of evergreen plant, whereas the nature of the text
makes it clear that only a particular kind of plant is referred to here, the one
known by the name dei0a\Ti<; poxdvii. Our explanation above is based
both on Schol. marg. ad Cyran. loc. cit., r\nEp (sc. Poxdvri) Kal del ^©ov
(scribendum deiCcoov) Aiyexai Kal d|j,dpavTov, and on the meaning of
the Latin aithales, for which see J. Andr6, Les noms de plantes dans la
Rome antique (Paris 1985) 8.
depoeiq, eooa, ev, adj. = Tiepocpoixo^, of the air, living in the air: opvea
depoevxa Cyran. prol. p. 19. 4. New meaning.
dep69ev,adv.,/r6>w on high: w \foxh dOdvaxe . . . dxOeia' dep69ev
Cyran. prol. p. 19. 8. Cyran. antedates by some centuries the authors cited
for this word in the lexica.
a(^vYO^, ov, adj., of eggs laid by chickens without impregnation: rad
d^vya Cyran. 3. 55. 23 = wind-eggs, unfertilized eggs incapable of
producing chickens. None of the three words recorded in LSJ and DGE,
d^Dyrj^, d^vyoq, and d^v^, has this meaning, which, it seems, is
completely new and unattested in the lexica.
aljiaxC^o), intrans., to be of blood-red color, to be blood-red: \|/Ti(pl(;
al|j.ax{^o-uaa yiaXkov xw x[>6i\iOLX\ Cyran. 1. 20. 8. New meaning.
alp.oaToX,i^, -{Soq, f| [Liter, blood-wrinkles, blood-folds], medical techn.
term, wrinkles ox folds near the anus swollen with blood: b 6e eyKecpaXo^
avxfiq (sc. xT\q x^^^q) . . . 7tpoaxe0El(; paydSac; Kal al)ioaxoX{5a(; Kal
Tiaaav cpXey^ovTiv 6aKxvXio\) Gepajie-uei Cyran. 3. 51. 9. The second
component of the word is oxoXic, not axaA,{q. The word oxoXic, is a medical
techn. term employed by various Greek medical writers; for its meaning see
LSJ s.v. 11. DGE records our word with a single citation, namely the one
from Cyran., but incorrectly explains it as "inflamacion o tumor."
dKovixov, x6, subst., a kind of poison extracted from any of the poisonous
plants of the genus Aconitum as e. g. leopard's bane or wolfs bane: 6 6e
^(D|x6(; at)xov (sc. xo\> x^l^oq) noGelq . . . PotiGei xoiq
nivovoiv . . . dKovixov Cyran. 3. 51. 25. New meaning, unattested in the
lexica, which record the word, from sources other than Cyran., but only as a
plant name, not as the name of the poison extracted from it.
otKpov, x6, subst., penis: x6 6e aKpov auxox) (sc. aX^nzKoc^ TiepiacpGev
^eyCax-qv evxaaiv tioiei Cyran. 2. 2. 13. The reference is to Uie use of the
aforementioned anatomical part of a male fox as an aphrodisiac amulet.
New meaning.
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dA,YE<o, inlrans., to cause pain: Ke<paXaXY{a(; xe anaXXdoaei
aXyo-docu; ppa^v Cyran. 1. 4. 25. LSJ and DGE cite two instances of this
use of the verb, but in the passive voice: Hp. Coac. 273 and Dsc. Eup. 1.
66.
dXei<pop.ai, passive, to be applied as an ointment, to be used as a salve: 6
6e ^veXoi; avtoO {sc. Ka^TjXov) <ruv po5ivq) dXeKpo^evoq tfi KE(paX,Ti . .
.
Cyran. 2. 18. 13; cf. 2. 29. 4. This peculiar use of the verb dXe((po) in the
passive voice is completely new and unattested in the lexica. Even the
active construction dyUitpco xi and the middle dX^icpojiai xi in the sense to
apply a substance as an ointment, with xi standing for the ointment appUed,
are either non-existent or, if the word Xmci in the unique Homeric usage
A,oeaaaxo Kal Xxn" aXz\.\fz\ {Od. 6. 227) is indeed accusative, are
extremely rare. The word Xina, however, is used normally as an adverb in
Homer in the formulaic phrase dXein/aoGai Xin' eXaio), with eXaio), in
the dative case, indicating the substance applied to the skin; the only
exception in which the dative eXai© is omitted is the one cited above.
This dative appears also in post-Homeric writers in the construction of this
verb, with a few exceptions in which the dative is omitted: XP^^^^^^ Xina
Hp. Mul. 1. 35; Xina dXei^aoGai Thuc. 1. 6 and 4. 68, But, again, there
is no indication that XinoL in these instances is ace. sing, denoting the
substance used as ointment and not an adverb meaning "richly," as LSJ
takes it to be s.v. Xina. (For a detailed discussion of A^vTia from the
morphological and semantic points of view the reader is referred to M.
Leumann, Homerische Worter [Basel 1950] 309-10.) However, there is in
Cyran. at least one instance of the use of the verb dXe{(p(o in the middle
voice cum accusativo of the person applying the ointment to himself, with
the accusative denoting the ointment: x6 5e dTioxTiydviop-a . . . edv
a.Xei\\fr{xoii xi<;, ooac, nXryfac, dv XdpT] ov |xt| aia0T|aexai 2. 22. 6.
d^eGvao^, ov (I) = djieOuoxoc;, ov LSJ s.v. I., adj., not drunken, not
affected by the consumption of liquor: ohxoq (sc. 6 d^ieGvaoc; XiGcx;) . . .
oivo(pA,v70t>oi (ppivac, noiei Kal d^eG-oao-uq Cyran. 6. 3. 3. New form.
(II) d|xeGDOo^, 6, subst. = a\iiQx><5xoc„ b LSJ s.v. II., amethyst, a precious
stone of a violet-blue color: oniiQxtaoc, XiQoc, eaxl 7iop(p'upo\)<; xt^ iSea
Cyran. 6. 3. 2. LSJ records with this meaning only the neut. subst. form
dp-eGuoov, x6, and only as a varia lectio the fem. subst. d^ieGuacx;, ti from J.
AA 3. 7. 5 but not the masc. form, d^eGvaoq, 6. (The passage in Josephus
to be sure does not indicate whether the gender ofthe word is masc. or fem.)
DGE records the word in this form as a feminine with the same meaning and
with three citations, one of which is Cyran. 6. 3. 2, but in doing so DGE
has failed to notice that the gender of the word in Cyran. in this sense is not
fem. but masc.
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aymiXxov, to, dimin. of aiinehx;, t\, but without any diminutive force =
djiTCEXcbv, vineyard: Cyran, 4. 67. 11. Meaning attested in DGE s.v. I. 2,
with a citation from PStrassb. 29. 39, a source which is later than mine by
a century.
dvdppoKn^, Eox;, ti, medical techn. term, a disease afflicting the corner of
the eye, a kind of eye disease: nep\ 5e xovc, Kav0o\)(;, \j/topo(p9aXp.{a,
^ilpo<p9aA,^ia, dpYeGp-ov . . . dvdpp(ooi<; Cyran. 1. 16. 16. New meaning.
dva^evyvvfii, trans., to join something to a thing as an accompaniment,
to couple something with something else. The construction of the verb in
Cyran. is with accus. and ev + dative: dva^ev^aq ev 5\)vd^Eai XiGovq
Cyran. prol. p. 19. 2-3; cf. prol. p. 17. 73. New construction and
meaning.
dv5poKE9aXog, ov, adj. The word dvSpoKEcpaXoq (sc. p-vpixTi^), 6, in
Cyran. is used to designate a particular species of ant of black color.: xSv
6£ |i\)p|iTiK(ov ei5ti Eialv ETixd . . . o'l 6£ dv6pOK£<paA.oi KaXoiivTai
Cyran. 2. 25. 4. Prof. D. Sansone has kindly pointed out to me that the
word dv5poK£cpaXo<; is an error for d5poK£(paXo<;, "with large head." At
my own risk, I have chosen to disagree with Prof. Sansone, for the
following reasons. The word d5poK£9aXo(; occurs nowhere in texts,
glossaries or lexica as a name for a particular species of ant "of black
color," or as a name for any animate or inanimate object for that matter; it
does not even appear as a varia lectio in Cyran. loc. cit., the only variant
offered by two of the mss. (I, O) being ^aKpoK£(paXoi, "with long head," a
reading of which the corresponding analytical description "longi capitis" in
the Latin version of Cyran. (to be found in the Ruelle edition, p. 68. 6) is a
precise rendering. But the reading ^aKpoK£(paX,oi, if adopted, militates
against Prof. Sansone's d6poK£(paXoi just as much as it does against
dv6poK£(paXoi, which has been preserved by all the mss. except the
aforementioned two, and has been retained in his critical edition by
Kaimakis. As recorded in LSJ, from sources other than Cyran., the word
d5poK£(paXo(; is attested only as adj. "with large head," literally and sensu
obscaeno, only. The reading d5poK£<paXoi in Cyran. was proposed by
Ruelle in his edition of the text. His proposed emendation has not been
accepted. Admittedly, the use of dv5poKE(paAx)(; to signify a species of ant
seems primafacie odd. But what about another species of ant with an "odd"
name, the ^vphtikoXecov "ant-lion," attested both in the Septuagint (see
LSJ s.v.) and in the same paragraph of Cyran. as the dv5poKE(paXoi?
What about so many "odd" names of insects, birds, fishes, land animals and
plants in the Greek language? The oddity of a name in itself is not a
sufficient reason for eliminating it. In the present case, I believe that the
reading dv6poK£(paXoi must be retained not only for the reasons advanced
above but also because it receives, as I will explain below, some support
from mythology. In Greek mythology the soldiers of Achilles, the
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formidable Myrmidons, or, more precisely, their grandfathers were said to
have been originally ants (^vp^TjKeq), which were changed into men
(M\)pm56v£<;) by Zeus in response to a prayer from Aeacus, Achilles'
grandfather and king of Aegina, to repopulate his island (Hesiod, Fr. 205
West; Ovid, Met. 7. 523 ff. and 614 ff.; Strab. 9. 433). Thus, it may well
be that this mythological connection between men and ants combined with
an imaginary resemblance of the head of ants (belonging to a particular
species) to that of men suggested the use of the word dv6poKe(paXoi. New
word.
dv^vxaToq, 6, adj., of male humans, incapable of attaining an erection,
impotent: Tt\c, 6e adXmyc, xo\> vxGvoq 6 6e4i6<; zox> Kpaviov XiQoq
TiepianTo^iEvoc; evxaavv tioiei, 6 5e E'6cbv'U|j.o<; dvevTaTo-uq Cyran. 1. 18.
51; cf. 2. 25. 16. The word is recorded in LSJ from sources other than
Cyran., but with different meanings.
dvvof) or dvoTOB, trans., cum accusative et dativo, to dip something into
a liquid substance: edv . . . x© ai^axi xox> opveo-u avvariq tov XiGov
Cyran. 1. 23. 14. With double accusative: 1. 23. 16. New meaning and
construction.
dneiOeoa, cum infinitivo, to defy a command to, to refuse to obey an
order to: E^zkavvEi Kal xovc, aTieiGovvxaq e^eXGeiv Sai^ovac; Cyran.
1. 24. 51. Construction unattested in the lexica.
djtoo7iepfiaT6<D, intrans., to emit semen, to ejaculate: tioiei (sc.xb
livpov) avTov dno T|5ovfi<; d7ioo7iEp|iax©aai Cyran. 2. 38. 21. Lexica
record only the middle-passive form with the meaning "to be converted into
semen" (LSJ).
dreoTTiYavt^a), to extract oil or fat from meat or fish through frying.
The verb in Cyran. is used only in the passive voice, with the oil obtained
functioning as the subject of the verb, dTcoxtiyavi^o^ai, to be extracted
through frying: xovxo\) x6 d7toxT|Yavi^6p,Evov £?uxiov Cyran. 4. 45. 3.
New meaning.
dwoTTiYdviojia, axo^, x6, fat or lard extracted from meat through frying:
TO Se dTioxTiYdviap-a xo\> kpoko6eiA,o\) euv aXz\.\fr[xa\ xxc, Cyran. 2. 22.
6; cf. 2. 29. 4. The word is recorded in LSJ Suppl. but, unfortunately, it is
not properly and adequately explained; the explanation "fat, lard" is too
vague and imprecise. Steph. Thes. does, however, record the word with the
meaning "decoctum" from ms. Paris 2286 (= Kaimakis' "K").
d7co<ppdTxo>, trans., to remove the obstacles (e.g. mud, clay, mortar) that
block an opening, a hole or an entrance: ei ^iev ydp tctiXw {sc. a(pT|vcbaTi
xk; x-qv voaaidv xou 6Ev6poKoA.d7ixot)) djiocppdxxExai 6 nr(koc^ Kal
Ti\nxz\ Cyran. 1. 4. 38. In Cyran. the verb is used in the passive voice.
The significance of this entry consisL*; in two points: (a) the novelty of the
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meaning, which is quite different from that recorded in LSJ; (b) the novelty
of the usage in which the verb is used in the passive voice, with the
obstacle blocking the opening, hole or entrance, rather than the opening or
hole itself, functioning as the subject of the verb.
dpatdcKi^, adv., infrequently, seldom, rarely: ^oXXe zic, ydatpav xt\v
yr\v Ktti TO oTcepiia. noxi^e 5e dpaiaKK; Cyran. 1. 7. 93. The word is
recorded in LSJ, but only as a probable reading in Hesychius s.vv.
d5pdKi<;, apPaKiq,
dpdxvioq, a, ov, adj., = dpaxvaio^ or dpaxvTiEiq, of or belonging to a
spider: xa 6e dpdxvia axx Cyran, 2. 47a. 18. New word.
dpOpoyovdYpa, t\, medical techn. term, gout in the joints of the knee:
eiq nobaypac,, xevpdypaq, dpOpoyovdypaq Schol. marg. ad Cyran. 4. 18.
2. New word.
dpp.Evi^(D, intrans., to sail: ovxo^ (sc. 6 vavKpdxTiq ixQ\>c,) edv
KoXA,Ti0fi nXoicd dpnevi^ovti, o\)k ea avxb KivriOfivai oA^ox; Cyran. 1.
13. 12; cf. 3. 6. 3, 4. 18. 3. The verb is recorded in the lexica either as a
hapax from glossaries, which have preserved the word but without a context,
or from much later. Christian sources.
dpp.evoX,dxavov, TO, text, gloss on 6paKovTia ti^iepoc; in Cyran. =
5paKovTia, a variety of edder-wort, Bot. Dracunculus vulgaris:
ApaKOVTicov dvo eI'Sti eioiv • \i.ia \ikv r[ dypia . . . ETEpa be r\ ii(X£po<; r\
Kttl olvopCicri, 6 EOTiv TO dypioA^x"^ov
-n Kal dp|i.£voXdxavov Cyran. 1.
4. 5. New word.
dppevoTOKoq, ov, adj., associated with the birth of male children: ydXa
yuvaiKEiov dppEvoTOKov, milk obtained /rom a woman who has given
birth to male children, Cyran. 2. 11. 23; cf. 2. 31. 14. New meaning.
dpacv66T]A,\>, to, subst. = dpoEv Kal Qt\Xx>, a male and a female
considered together: sdv Se |xiyv'up,£va(; (sc. Cfii-dpac;) S\)o dpa£v60TiX\)
aype\)or\c, Cyran. 2. 14. 10. This is an instance of the dvandva-iypc
compounds referred to by Ed. Schwyzer, Griech. Gramm. I 452 f. as
kopulative Komposita. Such formations are rare in classical Greek
according to the same scholar, who cites the word vuxOriM-epov as the only
instance of a compound noun made of substantives. LSJ records the word
dpaEv60T|X"u<;, -u, but only as an adj. and with a different meaning,
"hermaphrodite, of both sexes."
daPeaxo<;, f|, subst. = TiTavo<;, lime: pdXXE Se Kal yaXKxKov ovy. 5'
Kal TT^v doPEOTov ^cooav Cyran. 1. 21. 27. The word was originally an
adj. modifying the word titovo^, t^, and meaning unslaked lime; the subst.
x\xa\oc, was later omitted and the adj. daPEaTO(; came to be used as a noun
with the same meaning. Two of the citations in Steph. Thes. s.v., Galen,
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De comp. medicam. gener. 4, p. 366 ed. Basil, and Procop. De aedific. 1, 1,
illustrate the substantivization of the adj. aopeoxoq. My citation above
from Cyran. shows beyond doubt that later on ao^eoxoq assumed a new,
more general meaning, lime, whether slaked or unslaked. And so just as
Tixavoq was combined with the attributives eoPEO^evTi and ^toaa to
indicate whether it was slaked or unslaked, so was aoPeaxoq, as one may
see in the citation from Cyran. above. LSJ does record the word, from
various sources other than Cyran., but only in the sense "unslaked lime,"
s.v. aoPeoTo^ II., not as a general term. For this general meaning of the
word, i.e. lime, cf. also Procop. Goth. 2. 27.
doTpdyaXa, xd, subst., heterocliton, plur. of dotpdYaXo<;; a collateral
form of doTpdyaX^oi, ol, knucklebones: xa dotpdyaXa tovtov (sc. xo\>
dppevo(; po6(;) KavGevxa Cyran. 2. 6. 18. New form.
aaxtXXr\nxov,i6, subst., a means preventing conception, a contraceptive
device: 6 6e evtbvv^ioq opxiq (sc. xfiq yaXiiq) . . . aox)XXr\itx6v eaxi
Cyran. 2. 7. 16; cf. 2. 15. 4. This is the first known instance in which the
word is used as a subst. LSJ records the word only as an adj.
dxovia, T], medical techn. term, a disease afflicting the pupil of the eye:
Tiepl 6e tt]v Kopriv . . . nXax-uKopva, ovfxyxsK;, dxovia Cyran. 1. 16. 19.
New meaning.
aSyo^, Eoc,, to, neut. subst., brightness, radiance, sheen: eoxx. 5e (sc. b
BaP\)X(bviO(; X{0o<;) ox; dv9pa^ Kaiojievoq, r\ coc; a-dyoc, dvaxoXfjq t\
Svaeax; nx>pax)yr\q Cyran. 6. 8. 3. New meaning.
dvTcvia, Ti, figur., wakefulness, vigilance, restlessness; state of constant
motion: acpaipa icuX,iv6o|xevT| dno avxoXi^q hX 6\)0|i.d(; / 6ivE'i duTwia
dvep-tov, Kivouoa txTtavxa Cyran. p. 51. 23 (cf. also 1. 7. 37). The word
as recorded in LSJ from sources other than Cyran. means "sleeplessness" and
is used there only in a literal sense.
affXiy\i(ov, ov, adj. = a(pXey\iavxoc„ free from inflammation, not liable
to inflammation: f] 6e dpdxvTj ax>xr[c, . . . dcpXiyiiova xov toTtov Siaxnpei
Cyran. 2. 16. 11. New word.
dq>po6ioia, f|, subst. = d(ppo5{aia, xd, sexual pleasures, sexual
intercourse: ol 5e opxei^ (sc. xov dXeKTopoc;) ox>v oivo) noQivxEC,
d(ppo5iaiav 7iapop|i,©ai Cyran. 3. 3. 17. Unrecorded in the lexica except in
Steph. Thes., which towards the end of the lemma d<ppo6ioiaa|i6<; says: "ita
scribendum apud Galen, vol. 10, p. 636 (14, p. 488L): aiSotov Kaxdxpie
xcb \iiXixi npb d(ppo6ioia(;." The word is also recorded with the same
meaning in Etym. Gud. s.v. avvovoiav: "x-qv ev Xcrfa d(ppo6ioiav 6e xnv
^ii^iv."
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d9po5{Tii, Ti, the shell of molluscs and crustaceans: Kal KaxaKXeiaaq
ppd0DO(; Ppaxv Kal 6Xiyo\ xt]^ Kap6{a(; xo\> nxiivov Kal xr\v ^yo^evtiv
dwppoSiTTjv tov KapaPov Cyran. 1. 2. 22. New meaning.
dxet^dotoq, adv., so as not to be vexed by storms: aoipaXGx; Kal
dxevM-daxox; KoPepvTjaei x6 nXoiov Cyran. 3. 2. 13, Only the adj.
dxeiM-aoTCK; is recorded in the lexica.
paPot)x^tKdpto<;, 6, subst., text, gloss on ^vKdvOpconoq, werewolf,
man-wolf: t\ 5e KapSia ax)xo\) (sc. xo\> XtiKox)) . . . A,\)Kav0pcbno'O(; (xoiic,
Kal PapovxCiKap{o-u(;) . . . GepanevEi Cyran. 2. 23. 18. New word, of
non-Greek origin, unrecorded in the lexica, except in Soph. Lex., which
records the word from Suidas s.v. e(pidXxT|q. Etymology unknown.
PaPvXcDvioq, 6, subst., XiQoq odp6io(;, a kind of precious stone, the
Sardian stone, and specifically the transparent-red kind known as cornelian:
eaxw zxepoc, (sc. XiQoq) vnb xSv XaX5a{cov KaA,ot>|ievo<; BaP\)Xa)viO(;
Cyran. 6. 8. 2. New meaning.
PaXdviov, x6, subst. = pdXavoq, t|, acorn: xb be aijia avxot) (sc. xov
xpdyot)) ^Tipov ^lexd kiki5q)v Kal PaXavCwv ev Pptb|j.axi 7io0ev Cyran,
2. 38. 4. Recorded in LSJ, from sources other than Cyran., but with
different meanings.
pdA,aap.oq, fi = pdX,oap.ov, x6, costmary, Bot. Chrysanthemum
balsamita: pdAxrajioq Poxdvri ioxi. xavxTjq 6 Ka\)A.6<; . . . Cyran. 5. 2. 2,
LSJ records only the neuter form. But in Cyran. it is clear that a collateral
fern, form does exist. Steph. Thes. and Soph. Lex. do record the fem. f6rm,
from Pallad. Laus. 1025C, but with a different meaning, "balsam-tree."
Pap.pdKivoq, ov, adj., made of cotton: nepiaTtxojiEvoq (sc. 6 XiQoq)
epTtexio) PafiPaKivo) eiq xov xpdxT|Xov Cyran. 1. 19, 16-17. LSJ records
only the subst. Pa^pdKiov, the adj. Pap,paKoei5T|(;, and the subst.
na^paKiq, iboq, t\ "= pa^ipaKiov
. .
." Soph. Lex. records, in addition, the
adj. pa|iPaKEp6(; and pa^paKTipog. The adj. is recorded in Steph. Thes.
with the same meaning as in Cyran., but without any citations, for which
the reader is referred to Ducangius Gloss., which draws them from the late
Byzantine author Georgius Gemistus Pletho.
PaaiXeiov, x6, subst. = X6(poc„ the crest or tuft on the head of birds:
rX,at>K6(; Eoxi tcxtjvov . , . PaaiXEicv e'xei etiI xfjq KEcpaX-qc; TixEpcoxov
Cyran. 1. 3. 6-7. In this sense the word occurs quite frequently in Cyran,:
1. 7, 49-50, 1, 7. 102, 1. 22, 23, 3, 10, 3, 3, 13, 3^, New meaning.
Apparently the birds' crest owes its name to the fact that it resembles a
diadem or a king's crown. In Cyran. 3. 10. 3 this crest is called oxEcpavoc;,
q.v. in this article. [For another new meaning of the
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word (= kingdom), see my "Addenda to the LSJ Greek-English Lexicon:
Lexicographical Notes on the Vocabulary of the Oracula Sibyllina"
EAAHNIKA 38 (1987) 62-63.]
PaoiA,iK6v, TO, subst., basil, Bot. Ocimum basilicum; text, gloss on
wKi^iov, x6: "Qki|iov (p-uxov £6a)6i^ov, XaxavcbSeq . . . auxTj 6e eoxiv
-n
Xeyoiievn paaiXiKov Cyran. 1. 24. 4. Recorded in LSJ from a much later
source, Suidas (10th cent. A.D.), which has preserved the word without a
context. The word is also preserved by Hesychius as a gloss on c6ki|iov:
"PordvTi et)tb6T|(;, to X^yoixevov PaoiXiKov."
PaxpaxitTi^, 6, another name for the plant (ppt>vT|, ti, ranunculus, by
which name various plants of the family Ranunculaceae are known: Opuvri
poTocvTi EOTW, 11V Kttl PttTpd^iov KttXovoiv T] PaTpttxiTTiv Cyran. 1. 21.
3. New meaning.
PeXovC^, {6o<;, t], text, gloss on pacpiq: garfish, Belone acus, a fish
characterized by a long spearlike snout of the genus Belone: 'Pa(pl<; ixQxx;
EOTi GaXocTTioq r\ KaA^o-uiievTi PeXovCc; Cyran. 4. 55. 2. The fish in
question is known in mod. Greek as PeXoviSa or ^apydva. See also the
entry ^apydvTi in this article and the entry peXovri II in Thompson, A
Glossary of Greek Fishes, pp. 31-32. The word as a fish name is recorded
in LSJ from Sch. Opp. //. 3. 577, .y.v. peXovic; II, but the meaning given,
"a Uttle fish," is vague and inadequate.
p-nxiicoq, 6, subst., a person who suffersfrom cough: t\ 6e yXGiaaa
auTOT) {sc. Tov ttETOv) . . . dpTTipiKovg Kal Ptixiko\)(; . . . [LeyaXcoc, iaTai
Cyran. 3. 1. 52-53. LSJ records only the adj. pTixiKoq, but the only
instance of the use of the word in this meaning, Hp. Epid. 7. 105, is
according to that lexicon itself afalsa lectio.
Pipd^co, intrans., of animals, to copulate: Kal oxav Pipd^toaiv {sc. ai
C,ax>pai), edv pi\\fr\<; ETtdvo) . . . Cyran. 2. 14. 11-12. New meaning.
PoXPog, 6, the eye-ball: mp\ 6k oXov tov PoXPov, TiTEp-oyiov, Xex>K(si\ia,
pTl^i<; Cyran. 1. 16. 16. The eye-ball was called poXp6(; in Greek, evidently,
because of its globular, bulb-like, shape. The word is recorded with this
meaning only in Steph. Thes. from the medical writer Paulus Aegineta 6.
17 and other sources.
Pop6Q,6, subst. = Kop(ovT|, the bird crow: Bopoq opvEov eoti naoi
yvtooTov. TovTo ydp eotiv, o Kopobviiv ovoiid^oDoi 7idvTE(; Cyran. 3. 7.
2. New word. The word is, of course, etymologically related to the words
piPpcboKco, popd, and the adj. popoq, and the Latin vorare; the literal
meaning of the headword here, then, is voracious, and the word itself is the
result of a substantivization of the adj. Popoq in the phrase Popcx; opviq and a
simultaneous omission of the subst. which had thus been rendered
redundant. Absent also from Thompson, A Glossary ofGreek Birds.
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Poi><po^, 6, the bird owl, the great horned owl: Povcpov Xeyovoiv xiveq
opvEov (piAxxypvTtvov Cyran. 3. 8. 2, The word is recorded in LSI Suppl.
from this passage, but the explanation given, "name of a night-bird," is too
vague and far from satisfactory. Schol. marg. ad loc. "toy povpova {scribe
povp&va)," and the heading of the section in one of the mss. (O) "opveov
X.eYO|j.evov Po^Povoq {scribe po-upSvoq)" make it clear that the bird in
question is the same as the Lat. bubo, the great horned owl; the form
PovPcov of the Schol. marg. above is a loan word from Latin, concerning
which v.j.v. po-opcbv II. in LSJ.
Ppvoi^, T], = KopwvTi, the bird crow, specifically the hooded crow, Corvus
cornix: pp-uoi^ koivov ^a>6v eaxiv, t\ KopcbvTi, ^©v eax; etrov <p' Cyran. 1.
2. 5; cf. 1. 2, 1. Unrecorded in the lexica, but included in Thompson, A
Glossary of Greek Birds, p. 66, where Cyran. constitutes the only citation.
Pvajxo^, 6 [Liter, plugging], medical techn. term, an eye disease,
specifically a disease afflicting the eyeball: nep\ 5e oXov tov poXpov,
Ttxep-uYiov . . . oiaipvXic,, p-uojioq oxacp-uXSv Cyran. 1. 16. 17. As one
may see, the word P\)0|i.6<; in Cyran. forms one phrase with the word
Gxa(px>X5>v which, if the reading is sound (which is extremely doubtful),
must be an objective genitive. But the reading p-uo)i6(; oxa(pvXG>v does not
make much sense for other reasons and also because there is not any part of
the eye which is called <5ia(px)Xr\ or atacp-uXai. The accepted reading
axa(p\)A,©v should be discarded in favor of the varia lectio oxa(pvX(i)\ia,
which is the name of a well-known eye disease. Etymology: puo^ioq < pt)co
to stuff, to plug. Only one other derivative from this root is known,, the
neut. subst. pvo^ia. New word.
pi5oaa, T|, explained by the Auctor Cyran. as mpaPcx; Qakaooioc,, namely
the lobster: Pt>aaa 6 Kal KdpaPoq GaXaooioq. ekXti9t| 6e Pvaaa 6ia
TTiv o^oioTTita Twv pvoodXcov Cyran. 1. 2. 7. The word Kocpapoc; is
explained by LSJ as meaning, "a prickly crustacean, crayfish," a lobster-
like freshwater crustacean, a meaning which is indeed applicable in the
citations given by that lexicon. But the citation here refers specifically not
to a freshwater crustacean but to a marine crustacean which is, evidently, the
lobster. Not in the lexica or in Thompson, A Glossary of Greek Fishes.
raXaiK6^,adj., in the phr. TaXdiKoq XiQoc;, a kind of precious stone,
apparendy the same as the Gallaica gemma referred to by Pliny HN 37. 59.
163: FaAxxiiKoq XiQoc, eoxl xov koXcovou p\)7iapcbxepo(; Cyran. 6. 9. 2.
Recorded in Steph. Thes., from sources other than Cyran,, but not in LSJ or
the other lexica. Etymology uncertain. Steph. Thes. s.v. KocXaiu; derives
the word KaXXaivoc,, and the collateral forms yaXawoc,, KaXXoLiKoc, and
yaXaiKoq from KaXXaiov (scribe KaXXaiov): "principale est
KaXXaiov. Unde KaXXaiKov et KaA^Xdivov." I would be inclined to
derive the word from Gallaicus and Callaicus, collateral forms of Gallaecus
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denoting the inhabitants of Gallaecia (the KaXAxxiKia in Zos. HN 4. 24),
a region in western Hispania Tarraconensis, on the assumption that the
stone in question was either first discovered in, or imported from, that area.
For this reason, I believe that the correct spelling of the stone in Greek is
FaXXaiKoq.
yaXXiKov, TO, subst. = odTtcav, soap, owing its name to the country
where it originated, Gaul: pdXXe 6e Kal yaXXiKov o-uy. 6' Cyran. 1. 21,
26. The word is recorded in this meaning in Soph. Lex. from the Byzantine
chronographer Theophanes. The form yaXXiKov leads one to postulate the
existence of a Latin form Gallicum. Not recorded in the other lexica.
yXao^KO^, 6, subst. = yXat)^, a kind of owl, a bird sacred to the goddess
Athena: rXavKoq eoxi tcttivov xovxo xr\ 'AGrjva dvaypdcpexai Cyran.
1. 3. 6. The word is evidently a collateral form of the more common
yXav^. Absent from Soph. Lex., LSJ and Thompson, A Glossary of
Greek Birds.
yXevKivov, to, subst. = yXe-uKivov eA^aiov: ^-dXXoc, . . . E\i/T|0el(; ev
pobiv(o r[ yXevKiva) atxaXyiaiq tbcpeA^Ei Cyran. 4. 76. 3. LSJ records
the word only as an adj. and only from Latin authors.
yX&aca, r\, subst., of the leaves of sprouting seeds, tongue-shaped leaf:
KpiGd^ PePpEy^eva(; . . . eox; dv pXxxoTTioaxn Kal e^co Td<; yXdiOoaq
Excooiv Cyran. 1. 21. 115. New meaning.
yojKpo^, 6 = KEOTpEtx;, mullet or, according to Thompson (v. infra), the
grey mullet: r6|i(po<; ix^tx; eoti GaAxxooioq Tiaoi yvcooToq Cyran. 4. 11.
2. LSJ does record the word in this meaning, but only from glossaries
which have preserved the word without a context. Absent from the other
lexica, but included in Thompson, A Glossary of Greek Fishes, p. 50.
yovaypoq, 6, subst., medical techn. term, a person who suffers from gout
in the knee: GEpaTiEVEi 7io6aypo'u<;, yovaypot)q, xevpaypo\)q Cyran. 2. 40.
54. New word.
yopyovio^, r[ (sc. PoTdvT|) = Tjp-uyyiov, eryngo, sea-holly, Bot. Eryngium
creticum: 'Hpvyyioq PoTdvTi eoxiv, gx; KdXxx^io^ cp-uoiiEvri, dKav0cb5T|(;, r\
Kal yopyovioq X,£yETai Cyran. 1. 7. 4. LSJ has the entry ropyovid(;
poTdv-q, which it literally explains as "Gorgon-like plant," but without
identifying it with any known plant. There is no doubt that the headword
here (which is unrecorded in LSJ and the other lexica, including even
Carnoy, Diction, etym. des noms grecs des plantes) is the same as the
Fopyovidq PordvTi and Fopyoviov, both recorded in LSJ.
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5av^, gen. 5a6(;, t\, text, gloss on &\ii<; - p.a{vT|, Maena vulgaris, "a
small sprat-like fish, which was salted" {LSJ s.v. ^laCvri): '0.\C\c, \.y^\>c, eoxi
GaXaaaioq, t] KaA,o\)|xevTi 5av(; Cyran. 4. 77. 2. Not in the lexica or in
Thompson, A Glossary of Greek Fishes. For the accent, see the
anonymous grammarian in Etym. Mag. 604. 57 (1720F).
5e5cbvii,fi = KopcbvTi, crow, but it is impossible to determine with
certainty which kind of crow is here meant: Kopcovri Kal 5e5a)VTi
KaXovp-evTi, opveov eati Jiaai yvcoatov Cyran. 3. 22. 2. Not in the
lexica or in Thompson, A Glossary ofGreek Birds.
5ev5poKoXanTTi9, 6 = 5p\)OKoXxx7tTT|<;, woodpecker, a bird of the family
Picidae: AEv5poKoXd7iTT|(; TtxTjvov iaxi naoi yvtoaxov . . . Kohxnxei 5e
laq dpvc, Cyran. 1. 4. 10; cf. 1. 4. 36, 45, 47, 3. 12. 2. This is the first
instance of the occurrence of the word in context. Up to now the word was
known to us through glossaries, which have preserved it as an isolated
lexical item.
SilXiiTTipio^, ov, cum genitivo objecti, harmful, noxious: to 5e al\ia
amen) &riXT|TTipi6v eaxi xpixwv Cyran. 2. 42. 4. The word is recorded in
LSJ with this meaning but not in this construction, namely with objective
genitive.
6laKXv^o^ai, passive, to be used as a lotion for washing out the mouth:
dxpeXovai (sc. pdxpaxoi) Kal odovxaXyiac, oDveij/o^evoi v5aTi Kal o^ei
Kal SiaK^vCo^Evoi Cyran. 2. 5. 31; cf. 4. 41. 10-11, 5. 11. 5, 5. 20. 6.
Such usage is completely new and unattested in the lexica. The .only
citation for the use of this verb in the passive (Arist. GA 11. 839)
documents a usage in which the subject of the verb is the person or area
which is washed out, not the lotion used for washing out.
5iaxpio|iai, passive, to be applied as a salve by smearing: t\ 5e KOTipoq
amov 5iaxpio)j.evT| aXcpotx; taxai Cyran. 3. 29. 6; cf. 4. 47. 5. New
usage.
6i9DT|q, eq, adj., of the hyaena, alternately belonging to both sexes,
alternatingfrom male tofemale sex and vice-versa (The hyaena was believed
to undergo a change of sex every year.): "Yaiva ^©6v eaxi
XExpdno'ov . . . 5i(p\)E<;. x6 vdp Lfhov xomo yEvvaxai ^r\kx) Kal ^ex'
£via\)x6v yivExai appEv. Eixa ndXiv k.x.X. Cyran. 2. 40. 2. New
meaning.
SimKxiKov, x6, subst., of amulets, a means of chasing somebody or
something (e.g. enemies, spirits, dogs, etc.) away: 5i(okxik6v kvvwv
Schol. marg. ad Cyran. 4. 29. 5; cf. 1. 7. 5, 2. 23. 5. New meaning.
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5op'UKViov, TO, a kind of poison extracted from the plant oxpioxvov
naviKov, thorn apple, a poisonous solanaceous plant of the genus Datura
(The plant is also called 6opt»Kviov: LSJ s.v. 4.): '0 6e C^^jioq aiatot) (sc.
zov XTjvoq) no8el<; . . . PoriGei lolc, nwovoiv . . . SopvKviov Cyran. 3. 51,
25. New meaning. LSJ does record the word, but only as a plant name, not
as the name of the poison extracted from it.
5paK6vTioq, a, ov (I) adj., in the phr. 6paK6vtiov ai|ia, juice extracted
from the seeds of the plant xoXoPoxavq, which is a variety of 6paK6vTiov
with broad leaves: ek iov anepiiaxoc, 6e xr[c, poxdviic; Tat»TTi<; (sc. xt\(;
XoXopoxdvTiq) i\SXi^eiai onoc,, ov KaXovoi SpaKovxiov ai|ia 6id x6
Ep-oGpov Eivai Cyran. 1. 4. 8. New meaning. (II) 5paK6vxiov, x6, subst.,
the fish dragonet, Lat. dracunculus, a spiny fish of bright color belonging to
the family Callionymidae: aX'Xa xct yivo^iEvd Eaxi 6paK6vxia ^iKpd . .
. zic, x>\\foc, ixOvatdT] KiTtpaoKo^iEva Cyran. 1. 4. 30. There is little doubt
that the 6paK6vxiov here signifies the same kind of fish as the Lat.
dracunculus in Pliny HN 32. 53. 148. LSJ does record the word
SpttKovxiov as a fish name, but the only citation is according to that
lexicon itself a "varia lectio for 6pdKtov III." Not in Thompson, A
Glossary ofGreek Fishes.
6\)vdaTpia, ti, fem. of S-uvdoxrig =female ruler: MdKaipa PoxdvTi . . .
Ttaoiv £v <p'uxoi<; 5vvdoxpia Cyran. 1. 1. 130-31 (see also p. 29. 2). New
form.
5'uao'upT|TiK6^, 6, subst., one who has difficulty in urination:
6\)oo\)pTixiKov(; ai^ia ovpEiv napaoKE-ud^Ei Cyran. 1. 2. 10. LSJ records
the adj. 5\)oo\)pTixiK6q as a hapax, but the only citation comes from
glossaries, which have preserved the word without a context.
SvoTCopia, fi, difficulty in obtaining something: "Iva o-uv ^.ti
7iA,avcb^iE9a Tipoq XTiv 5\)07cop{av zo\> \iEy6iKov 6pdKovxo(; Cyran. 1. 4.
29. LSJ does record the word, from sources other than Cyran., but with a
different meaning.
eyKavai^, Ecoq, ti = £YKa\)|xa, an eye disease, specifically ulcer in (the
comer oO the eye: nepl 5e xovq Kav0o\)(; \|/(opo(p9aX)j.{a . . . eyKa-uoK;,
aiyikomia Cyran. 1. 16. 15. New meaning.
eyKvaviCo), intrans., to be of a bluish color: ^T\p-oXX6<; eoxi
6a^aao6xpo\)(; EyKvavC^cov Cyran. 6. 7. 1. For other similar verbal
formations in -(^to signifying the color of stones, cf. d^E0\)axi^co Pliny
HN 37. 25. 93 and al^iaxi^co, E^KpXoyi^o), Xedki^cd, nvpa\iyiC,(o in this
article.
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EKiciEop-a, aToq, TO = the act of removing the skins of boiled seeds by
squeezing the seeds out: Tr[<^ ovv PoTavTi(; xov onep^iaxoq ovy, y' . . . Kal
Eik{\oaq ev ptxKEi to jxev oicuPaXov iox> iKK\.eo\iaxo<; p{\|/ov Cyran. 1.
23. 10. New meaning.
EKXpixtoaxq, ecoq, t\, of magical or medicinal decoctions, to boil down to
one third, to reduce to one third by boiling: eav 6e xk; jiiip^TiKaq
KaQe\\rf\aT\ avv u6ati eccx; eKxpncboEox; xot) \S5axo<; Cyran. 2. 25. 13.
New word.
i\iipXoyil^<o, intrans., to be flame-colored, to be fiery-red, to be offlame-
red color: ovxoc, 6 adp5iO(; XiQoc,
.
. . epKpXoyi^cov hx^inpibc, Cyran. 6. 8.
4-5. For similar verbal formations in -i^co signifying the color of stones,
see eyicoavi^co in this article. New word.
Evd^apxoq, ov, adj., faulty, sinful, prone to sinning: ©q Qebq avxbq
Eippacoe I a(bp.aai 6e Gvtjxoioi KvPepvav Kal a' evajidpxoK; /
oxepyew . . . Cyran. p. 19. 10. Cf. prol. p. 18. 81. Recorded in LSJ
with the meaning "faulty," but the only citation comes from glossaries,
which have preserved the word without a context. Steph. Thes. and Soph.
Lex. record Uie word in this sense, but from late sources. Christian authors
and legal texts.
evnSovcBq, adv., with pleasure, enjoyably: Xajinpax; eoGieiv Kal
evTiSovcoq TiapaoKe^jd^ei Cyran. 4. 39. 5. LSJ records only the adj.
evT|6ovo(;. Steph. Thes. and Soph. Lex. record the word with this meaning
from D. S. 4. 78 and loannes, the author of the Climax, but in the first
citation the word is a varia lectio whereas the second comes from a much
later, Christian source (6th cent. A.D.).
EvBo'uoid^op.ai = ev0ovaid(Qa), to be possessed by a god:
EvOo-oaid^EoGai tioiei xohc, 6a(ppaivo)X£vovq
. .
. zohc, ^uKxiipd^ ood xpiE
(i-upo) 5\)vax© Kal ouk EvGouaiaoOTjOEi x6 KaGoXov Cyran. 1. 14. 29-
31. New form. LSJ records only the active EvGoDoid^o).
Evxaoiq, Etoq, T\ (I) of male human beings, erection, state of sexual
arousal: xoic, napaXvGEioi x6 aiSoiov tioXXtiv Evxaaiv TtapE^Ei Cyran.
1. 1. 23; cf. 1. 1. 13, 1. 18. 46, 57, 58 and elsewhere. (II) of both men and
women, state ofsexual excitement and arousal: oi Se 6e^ioI avxov (sc. xov
KpoKoSEiXov) 656vxE(; . . . Evxaaiv ^Eyiaxriv xoiq dvSpdai noiovow, ol Se
£{)a)v\)|xoi xaic, yuvai^iv Cyran. 2. 22. 9; cf. 1. 18. 22 and elsewhere.
Recorded in Steph. Thes., from sources other than Cyran., but not in LSJ or
the other lexica. The word also occurs, with the same meaning, in Greek
medical writers, e.g. Oribas. Libr. ad Eunap. 4. 105 {CMG VI. 3 p. 484.
19 and 26).
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inixpim (I) active, to anoint, to besmear a surface with an ointment.
Construction: with double accusative, the one accus. indicating the surface
besmeared and the other the ointment which is applied: eTiixpiodxa) to
^.opiov a\)To\) aip.a Xaycoot* Cyran. 2. 24. 40. New construction. (II)
enixpiofiai, passive, to be applied as a salve or ointment: 6 6e EYKecpaAxx;
avtot) {sc. iox> avotYpo-u) . . . enixpi-OM-evoq noSaXyiKOK; 66t)va<;
Tiapa^vGeixai Cyran. 2. 35. 7; cf. 2. 36. 12, 3. la. 5, 3. 9. 23, 3. 18. 6,
4. 23. 9, 4. 31. 4 and elsewhere. This usage is recorded only in Steph.
Thes., from Galen and Dioscor., but not in LSJ.
exxdnoXoq, ov, adj., of the seven celestial spheres: enxaTioXoK; apKToi<;
6"ugI o-uyKivov^eva Tcdvxa, i.e. "all things being set in motion together
with the constellations of the two Bears of the seven celestial spheres,"
Cyran. p. 51. 11; cf. also 1. 7. 28-29. New word.
Enxdxpmixog, ov, adj., of seven colors: ZokSv eaxiv ev depi nexoixevov
o KttJUixai enoxj/, eTtxdxpcojiov (v./. ETixdxpoov) PaaCXeiov e^ov Cyran.
1.7.49. New word.
epYd([op.ai, cuni accusativo et infinitivo, to make or cause somebody to
do something, to effect that: ovXXapeiv avx-qv EpydoExai Cyran. 1. 18.
18; also Geop. 15. 2. 17. Construction attested only in Soph. Lex.
Epjcexiov, x6, subst., string or thread twisted like a serpent:
TtepittTcxo^Evoq (sc. b XiQoc,) EpTiExio) PanPttKwq) eic, xov xpdxtjXov
Cyran. 1. 19. 16. New word. It is worth noting that the Latin word
dracunculus is attested with the same meaning: Inscr. Orell. 1572.
exEpo<ppovE(D, cum dativo, also with 7ip6<; + accus., to disagree with
somebody, to quarrel with: Kal yv>vTi 6£ Kal dvrip £XEpo(ppovovvxE(;
dXXriXoK; r\ 6 EXEpo<; Tcpoc; xov EXEpov Cyran. 3. 7. 7-8. New meaning.
EvaKcoaToq, ov, adj., passive, eagerly listened to, to whom others are
inclined to give ear: Geoi^ xe Kal dvGpconoK; naoiv Eoxai Tj7a7iTi)j.£vo(;
Ktti EvdKovoxoq Cyran. 1. 4. 50. New meaning.
extl^<a\ioq (sc. PoxdvTi), t^, rocket, Bot. Eruca sativa: Ev^cojioq Poxdv-r;
Eoxlv EaOiojiEVTi dx; Xdxavov, napd Ttaai yvtooxov Cyran. 1. 5. 1-3.
LSJ records with this meaning only the neuter form e-u^co^ov. New form.
Evoivoq, OV
,
pleasantly affected by wine, enjoying wine without unpleasant
after-effects: £\)oiva)v (ppEvwv xTjpTiaov Etxoxiav Cyran. 1. 1. 141, This
new meaning is borne out by the context, which is a magic formula or
incantation which the host, in order to prevent any undesirable effects of
wine-consumption on his guests, solemnly pronounces before he pours
wine into their cups. Cf. also 1. 1. 161-69.
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evicEKTOoq, adv., digestibly, with good or easy digestion, in a manner in
which something edible is easily digested: noXKa eoBCeiv noiei
evninxGK, Cyran. 1. 9. 15. New meaning.
e\>oxo\ia%{a, y\, easy digestion, digestibility, healthy condition of the
stomach: i] 6e yaaxTip (sc. ir[<^ ai6\)ia(;) . . . ni\\f\v eiq aKpov Kal
evoTo^axvav napexei Cyran. 3. 6. 7; cf. 4. 41. 7. The entry in LSJ gives
a different meaning, "wholesomeness of food." The word is recorded in
Steph. Thes. with the same meaning as in Cyran., but the only citation
given there, Dioscor. 2. 18 {lege 2. 16), is only a varia lectio which has
been rejected by Max Wellmann, the best editor of Dioscorides, in favor of
et)atop,{a.
e-ooToxo^, ov, causative, adj., of amulets, capable ofenabling somebody to
hit the mark, capable ofmaking somebody successful, conducive to success:
TO-uto\) {sc. xox> Po-ucpot)) 6 ovo^ E\)aTo%6<; eoxi Kal (p\)XxxKxiK6<; Cyran. 3.
8. 4. New meaning.
elOOvXX'nntog, ov (I) adj. = o-uXXtitixikoc;, conducive to conceiving,
facilitating ox promoting conception: eaxi yap ^npiov 'n6oviK6v Kal
Et)avX,XT|7iTov Cyran. 1. 18. 15. (II) et)ovXXT|7iTov, to, subst., of amulets
and substances possessed of magical properties, a means conducive to
conceiving, a means promoting conception: eav ot)v PovXti evov^Xtititov
noifjoai iiEyiaxov Kal dcTiapdpaxov, tioiei ovxcoq Cyran. 2. 9. 3. New
meaning. For antonyms of zx)<5X)Xkr[nxo\ in the latter meaning, cf.
dat»A,XT|7ixov in this article, and ocxokeiov and dxoKiov in LSJ', also R.
Renehan, Greek Lexicographical Notes, Hypomnemata 45 (1975) 42-43.
evTOKiov, x6, subst., of an amulet, a means conducive to easy or painless
childbirth: eoxi Se {sc. 6 (xexixtjc; A,i9oq) Kal evxokiov Cyran. 3. 1. 93.
LSJ records the word only as an adj. in this sense (evxokiov <pdp^aKov Aet.
1. 115).
([apyavn,
-n, text, gloss on pa(pi<;, garfish, Belone acus, a fish
characterized by a long, spearlike snout of the genus Belone: 'Pacplq xy^c,
EOXI GaXxixxioq r\ KaXo-ufXEvn PeA^oviq, r\\ Kal ^apydviiv ol noXkoX
ovo^d^ovoiv Cyran. 4. 55. 3. See p£Ax)vi(; in this article. It is tempting to
suspect an etymological connection between the word aapYavT], explained
by the glossographer in Anecd. Graec. (Bekker) 1. 301. 23-24 as a "plaited
receptacle for fish made of rope," and my headword, especially if one
considers that the letters o and C, are used interchangeably at the beginning of
certain words, e.g. C^dco, C,\ia.pay6oc„ ^avpa (Cyran. 2. 14. 1-3 and
elsewhere). However, such a connection might be difficult to prove. But it
is almost impossible to deny that C,apyavr\ is etymologically related to the
following fish names: oap'Yivo<;, "a kind of gregarious fish" {LSJ), oapyiov
and aapyoq, "a sea-fish, the sargue, Sargus Rondeletti" {LSJ). The word
^apydvTi occurs also in the Schol. Oppian. Hal. as a gloss on three
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different fish names: xaivia (Hal. 1. 100), a(pt>paiva (1. 172, 3. 117), and
poMpiq (1. 172). The word as a fish name is absent both from Thompson, A
Glossary ofGreek Fishes (who, however, mentions the mod. Greek forms
^apyava, aapycovri, aapySwo^) and from the lexica, whether in the form
oapYavTi or ^apydvTi.
^(bvT|, f|, subst., a vein, streak, or stripe of different color on stone, marble
etc.: Ot)to<; 6 adp6io<; X,v9o<; . . . ^covaq e'xei Cyran. 6. 8. 4. New
meaning. The present entry can be incorporated into LSJ's lemma ^(bvn
III.
(^(Dvvu^ai, passive, to be worn as a girdle or belt: 'H 6e 6opd (sc. xiiq
(ptoKTiq) ^covvojievTi vE(ppo\)(; Kal iaxia Gepane-uei Cyran. 2. 41. 19.
This usage is unattested in the lexica.
^(ooYOveco, trans., to revive, to resuscitate, to bring back to life: xa 5e
aijiotTa otd^ovxa inX xa veKpd otbiiaxa . . . ^cooyovei axixa Cyran.
3. 39. 10. New meaning.
TiYBO^ai, in a passive sense, copulative verb, to be regarded as: xo 5e
oteap at)Tot) zic, noXka TiyeioOo) ooi xpiioi^ov, "let its fat be regarded by
you as useful in many respects," Cyran. 2. 33. 31. New usage.
"nYTixpia, f|, fern. of-nyritTi*; = yiy^xEipa, female leader: MdKaipa
poxdvii x©v 9e©v -nynxpia Cyran. 1. 2. 130; cf. also p. 29. 1. New
meaning.
T^SuXaXo^, ov, adj., in a passive sense, sweetly spoken of or pleasingly
spoken to: Kal eoti Ttaaiv dvGpcbnoK; {piXT|x6<; Kal Yvcoax6<; Kal
T]6\)XaX,o(; Cyran. 1. 5. 30. The word is proparoxytone and, therefore, of
passive sense; it is not the same as the paroxytone Ti6DXdXo<;, recorded by
LSJ as a hapax, which is of active sense. New word.
TiXiaKO^, Ti, 6v, adj. [Liter, of the sun, solar], T\XiaKr\, t\ (sc. oavpa or
C,a-opa), a species of lizard: ^avpcbv 6e eioi yivj] xpia. ti M-£v TiXiaKTi
jCeyexai . . . Cyran. 2. 14. 2. New meaning. It is worth noting that the
distinction of three kinds of lizards which we see in Cyran. is not mentioned
in the lexica.
TlXioq, 6, in the phr. j\kiov C^ov, x6 = (povvvKOTixepoq, the bird flamingo,
Phoenicopterus antiquorum: r\k\ox) ^a)ov
"n
(poiviKOTixepoq Cyran. 1.7. 1;
cf. 1. 7. 13, 1. 7. 18. New meaning, unattested in the lexica either under
r[K\oc, or ^a)ov.
"nXio^avTiq, £(;, adj., visible by the sun, exposed to sunlight: npoiovxa
ovv {sc. xd yr[c, evxepa) Kal TjXiocpavfi yevo^eva xzx\i(ii\ac, Kal
o^ippovq nponTjvvei Cyran. 2. 8. 57. New word.
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TiLLiKOTvXov, TO, subst. = TmiKott»A,iov, haIf-Kox\iXr\: xov 5e ipi<po-o xb
ai^a ooov tihik6tuAx)v oi)v o^ei 7tiv6p,Evov Cyran. 2. 4. 24. New form.
Tixap, atoq, TO, a kind of a slow-moving, softfish with a big liver (precise
identification impossible; a collateral form of r[naxoc„ 6, q.v. in L5y and
Thompson, A Glossary of Greek Fishes): "^HTiap ix^vq eoxi )j.aAxtK6(;,
dpY6<;, f|7iap ^leya e'xtDv Cyran. 4. 21. 2. The word is recorded in LSJ s.v.
y\nap III as a hapax, but the only citation comes from Plin. HN 32. 149.
Tipvyyioq (sc. poTdvTj), ti = Tipvyyoq, eryngo, Bot. Eryngium creticum:
'Hptiyyioq PoTdvTi eotCv . , . i^ Kal YopYoviO(; XeyeTai Cyran. 1. 7. 3.
L5/ records only the forms Tipvyyiov and TJp-uyyoc;.
'n9aiaT{T'n^, 6 isc. XiGoq), explained in Cyran. as %vpi\r[c;. eiq 6e toy
TicpaiaxuTiv X\Qov toy Kal 7c-op{TT|Y Xeyo^EYOY Cyran. 1. 7. 17; cf. 1. 7.
2. The 7i'up{TT|(;, however, of Cyran. is not the same as the %x>p{ir[c, XiGoq
recorded in LSJ s.v. n\)p{x\\c, II: "a mineral which strikes fire, copper
pyrites . . . ; other varieties of uncertain nature . . . : of a zinc ore ..."
The words 'HcpaiaTiT-qg {sc. XiGoq) and 7n)piTT|(; as they are used in Cyran.
signify a very hard siliceous stone that emits a spark when struck against
steel, i.e.fiint. This stone is also called 7i\)peKpoXiTTi(; XiQoc,, concerning
which see Anecd. Graec. (Bachm.) 2. 321. 21 and LSJ s.v., and 7it>peKPoXo<;
A,{0o<; in Zonarae Lexicon (Tittmann) c. 1598 ^.v. jropEioY. New word.
QaXaaa6\iXKXoq, ov, adj. = 0aXaaao^iYT|(;, mixed with seawater,
connected with the sea: ey Xi\ivaic, BaXaooo^iCKTOK; Cyran. 4. 16. 3.
New word.
GaXaaaoxpoo)^, o\)y, adj., of sea-green color: ^'{\pvXX6<^ eoti
QaXaoGoxpoxtq EyKvaYi^coY Cyran. 6. 7. 2. Absent from LSJ and the
other lexica except Steph. Thes., which explains: "Qui colore marino est"
with citations from the 11th cent. Byzantine writer Psellus and from "cod.
Paris, ap. Boiss. ad Herodiani Epimer. p. 43."
Geoyovoq, ti (sc. poxdYTj), subst., mystical name of a plant otherwise
unknown: GEoyoYov piC,r[c, (ey dXXo) ypd(pEi Geotiyod) ot)y. 6' Cyran. 2.
3. 21. Apparently the ancient editor saw in another ms. of Cyran. the varia
lectio Geotiyod, again as a plant name. New meaning.
GEpanEVXTJ^, 6, healer, curer: iiEyioTtoY 6£ naGriiidTcoY GEpaTiEVTai
Cyran. 4. 36. 3. The word, with this meaning, occurs quite often in
Christian authors, from whom it is recorded in Soph. Lex. and Lampe.
Gep^iaycoyoq, 6y, adj., conveyor of heat, calorific, capable of heating: 6
5£ Kapnbq auTfiq (sc. tti^ PaXad|io-u PoTocYTiq) Xetitoij-epti*; <ov Kal
GEpnaycoyo^ Cyran. 5. 2. 6. New word.
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Qt\pexivf\<;, 6, subst., a species of carnivorous bird (The scantiness of the
text does not allow precise identification.): 9Tipe\nT](; 7itt|v6v eotiv o Kal
TiavGrip KaX,eiTai Cyran. 3. 17. 2. According to Cyran. the bird in
question is also known as 7«xv9iip (see below ^.v.). New meaning.
GiipioSTiKxo^, ov, adj., of wounds or sores, caused or inflicted by the bite
of serpents: tojioXa eXicti 9T|pi65T|KTa iaxai {sc. -q n-uxia xo\> Xaycoov)
Cyran. 2. 24. ll-H; cf. 5. 4. 7. For the semantic capabilities of such
compound formations, i.e. with -SriKtoq as the second component, cf.
ia)v65T|KTo<;. New meaning.
ivdpiov, TO, subst., dimin. of \c„ a vein, streak, or stripe of different color
in stone, marble etc.: ox; ivdpia e'xei 6 XiQoq KaG' amov Cyran. 6. 5. 6,
used without any diminutive force. For a synonym in Cyran., see above,
S.V. ^COVTj.
ioPoXoq, ov, adj., caused by venomous animals: ol 6£ veooooI . . .
ETiiTiGEfXEvoi Gep|j.oI T0i(; iop6Xoi(; eXkeoiv Cyran. 3. 34. 15. New
meaning.
looKdp5i09, ov, of the twigs of the mulberry tree, shaped like a heart, in
theform of a heart: Tr\c, ow \jiopia<; ol KXa5oi ol ^iev ovco pXiTio-oaiv, ol
6£ Katco Exo\)oiv TO otKpov, looKapSiov Kal 6t)0Ei5E<; Cyran. 1. 12. 19.
For compound formations with ioo- as the first component in the sense
"similar, like," cf. ioo5ai^cov, ia65o\)Xo<;, iaoGdvaTo<;, iooGEoq, {aoX,t)|i7tiO(;
etc. Strangely enough, LSJ Suppl. records from the same chapter two other
words that share the same second component as the present headword,
dvaKdp6iov and KaTaKdp6iov, but not iaoKdp5io<;. New word.
i-OYYiov, TO, ivyyiov dTTiKov = I'vy^, Kiva{5iov, the bird wryneck, lynx
torquilla: Kwaihxoc, tittivov, o KaX£iTai ivy^ . . . ol Se ivyyvov dTTiKov
Cyran. 1. 10. 4-7. The word is a diminutive of ivy^, but without any
diminutive force. New word.
KanveXaiov, to [Liter, smoked oil], naphtha: to 5e KaXot»|j,Evov
KaTcvEXaiov t] vd(pGa eotiv Cyran. 4. 18. 19; cf. 4. 18. 5, 7, 11, 15.
New meaning.
Ka7cv{^op.ai, passive, to be used as a fumigation substance: t[ Se 5opd
at)Tot> (sc. T0\) Ep{(pot)) KaTwi^o^iEVTi XTiGapyiKoix; SiEyEipEi Cyran. 2. 4.
36; cf. 2. 4. 38, 2. 6. 15, 2. 33. 13; also: Geop. 12. 10. 11 and 13. 4. 8.
This usage is unattested in the lexica.
Kap5{a, f| = Kap6{5iov, the heart-shaped twig of a mulberry tree: Ei 8k
xr\v KdTto pXETtovoav KapSiav (sc. Tfi<; fxopEac;) -UTioKXEiaTiq, Eoxai
(pvXxxKTTipiov Kp6<; alp.onTo'iKo\)<; Cyran. 1. 12. 42. Elsewhere (1. 12. 21,
24, 39) Cyran. uses the synonym Kap5i6iov. New meaning.
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KdpT], Ti, a metal container, most probably shaped like a human head and
used in magic ritual: to 6e aVa xi/vye E^PaAi)v zxc, KdpT|v Cyran. 3. 1.
31. Most probably, the word is etymologically connected with Kdpa,
"head," presumably because of the head-like shape of the vessel in question.
New word.
Kaaxopiov (or, more correctly, Kaoxopeiov), to, subst., the testicles of
the beaver, used in magical potions and for medicinal purposes: Tot>TO\) (sc.
icuvoTtOTOCjiov
-nToi KdaTopo(;) ol opxei*;, to KaXov|ievov KaoTopiov, eialv
QxpeA^ijioi Cyran. 2. 19. 3. This new meaning is borne out not only by
our citation but also from Pliny HN 32. 13. 26: spectabili naturae potentia,
in iis quoque, quibus et terris victus est, sicutfibris, quos castoras vocant et
castorea testes eorum, cited by Steph. Thes. with the note, "ubi nota hoc
KotoTopeia pro KaoTopeia 6pxet5ia." The same lexicon adduces Galen (=
12. 337. 3 Kuhn) to the effect that the beaver's testicles are called
KOtaTOplOV.
KaxaPpoooi^, ti, medical techn. term, a kind of disease afflicting the nose:
ripoq 6e Totq oCpcivaq Kal ©xGoxx; Kal 7ioXt)7co5a<; Kal dvapptbaei(; te
Kttl KaTaPptboEK; . . . Kal boa nEpl xoxx; [ivKviypac, Cyran. 1. 1. 62; cf.
1. 20. 16. New meaning.
KaxdpTiv, TO = KttTdpTiov, the mast of the ship: 'Edv 6£ ttiv Kapdiav
. . , TiEpidvj/Tiq eic, KttTdpTw 7tA,oio'u Cyran. 1. 21. 54; cf. 4. 67. 9
(KttTdpTiov). The form KaTdpTiv is absent from LSJ, but even the form
KttTdpTiov which is recorded in that lexicon is documented only with a
citation from Etym. Mag., which has preserved the form without a context.
Kaxaxp Cojiai, passive, to be applied as a salve or ointment: to 6e
A^EVKOv Tov (bov . . . KaTaxpi6|j.Evov (pXEyjiovTiv napriYopEi Cyran. 2.
47a. 6; cf. 2.'5. 28, 3. 17. 5, 3. 30. 11, 3. 34. 6, 5. 19. 3, 5. 24. 5 etc.
New usage.
KaxevoTd(|(D, trans., to instill a liquid upon or into a part of the body
(The construction is KaTEvoTd^oj t( Tivoq. The verb in Cyran. is used
only in the passive voice, the genitive denoting the surface upon which the
liquid is instilled.): ovv^ 5£ ovo\) KEKavfiEvo^, a\)v ydXaKTi . . .
KaTEvoTa^6|i£vo(; 6(p0aA,^a>v al'pEi TpaxcbfAaTa (Tyran. 2. 31. 14. New
word.
Ka'UKoei5(&9, adv., in the shape of a cup: pd(pavo(; Ka\)KOEi6©(;
yXxxpExc, Cyran. 5. 17. 10. New word. The headword leads one to postulate
an adj. *KavKOEi6Ti(;, which is not listed in the lexica either. The word
evidently derives from the word KavKo<;, "a kind of cup" (LSJ), a word that
has come down to us only through glossaries. The dimin. KavKiov seems
to be a little more common. Cf. Lat. caucus and caucula.
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Kexe6pov, to or Kex£6poq, t\, gender indeterminate = ayniEXoc, Xevkx],
bryony, Bot. Bryonia cretica: t\ ^ev TipcbxTj a\inekoq Xevkx], tiv Tive(;
Pp\)(ov{av icaXovaiv, ol 5e ocpeox; oxacpvXTjv . . . ol 5e Ke^eSpov Cyran.
1. 1. 108. New word. Etymology uncertain.
icnpoco, trans., to convert something into a wax-salve, to reduce to cerate:
ovxoc, 6 ixQxx; oXx)(; . . . e\|/Ti0el<; eox; laipcoGri . . . noddypac, GepaTie-oei
Cyran. 1. 13. 13; cf. 2. 3. 20. The verb in Cyran. is used only in the
passive voice. New meaning.
KTipvKiov, TO, subst., a generic name for various kinds of molluscs
including trumpet-shells and purple-fish (murex): Ilopcpvpa OaXaoaia fj
Kal Koyxi>hr[ XEYop,evT|, KTip-oKiov eoti |iiKp6v Cyran. 4. 53. 2. New
meaning, unrecorded in the lexica, except in Steph. Thes., which records the
word from Alex. Trail. Neither KTjpuKeiov nor Ktip-uKiov in LSJ is used as
a fish name. Only the word Kfip-u^ (LSJ s.v. II) is recorded as a fish name,
but it is doubtful whether Kr[p-o^ in this sense and the headword here mean
the same thing. For another instance of loipuKiov in this sense, see Schol.
in Arist. Vesp. 968 cod. V (Diibner) p. 457: eaxi 6e ooxpdKiov xi Ppax^
xeXicdc,, napanXr\<jiov xoi^ Krip-oKioK;.
KtvaCSioq (For the gender and meanings, see below. LSJ Suppl. does
record the word from Cyran. 1. 10. 1-22, but the explanation given is vague
and inadequate: "name of a plant, a fish, a bird, a stone." Moreover,
contrary to what is indicated in LSJ Suppl., the gender of the word in
Cyran. is not always masculine; when the word is used as a plant name, it
is evidently feminine in gender so as to agree with the subst. PoxdvT|.) (I)
Kivai6io9, T], in the phr. KivaiSioq PoxdvTj = nepiaxepecDv \Stcxio(;, holy
vervain, Bot. Verbena supina: Kivai6io<; Poxdvri, tixk; eaxl jiepioxepecbv
vTixioq 'A{ppo6ixTi(; Cyran. 1. 10. 3. (II) Kiva{5io(; {sc. opviq), 6 = i'oy^,
wryneck, lynx torquilla: Kiva(5iO(; tcxtivov, o KaXeixai \\>y% Cyran. 1,
10. 4. The word is a collateral form of Kivai5iov, x6, which is preserved by
Hesychius and Photius and recorded from them in LSJ. Another collateral
form is KwaiSo^ (LSJ s.v. III). (Ill) Kiva{5iO(; (sc. i^Otx;), 6, a kind of
little sea-fish whose size, according to Cyran., is the breadth of six fingers;
it is flat-headed, of a round shape and transparent body, so that its spine can
be seen through its flesh as clearly as if it were in front of a mirror:
Kivai8io<; iy^xx^ 0aXdaaio<;- x6 fj-eyeGoc; exei 6aKxt>Xo-U(; e^ Cyran. 1.
10. 10. There is no doubt that the fish in question is the same as Lat.
cinaedus, referred to by Pliny HN 32. 53. 146, even though precise
identification is not possible. (IV) Kiva(5io5 (sc. XiQoc,), 6 = 6\j/iav6(;
XiQoq, a black stone of two varieties, sacred to Cronos, believed to have
magical properties, prob. obsidian: 6 5e KivaiSioq XiQoq evyvayoxoq ©v
{o\i)Gic, S-ooyvoxjxoq -undpxei, oq KaXeixai 6\j/iav6(; Cyran, 1. 10. 18.
This stone is not the same as cinaedia and cinaedium, referred to by Pliny
HN 37. 56. 153 and 29. 38. 129, respectively.
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KioaocpvTov, to = Kiaoo^, ivy, Bot. Hedera helix: Z^iiXd^ eaxi poxdvTi
laxvpoxaTTi ax; Kiaao^-uTov (v./. xpi^oocp-uxov) Cyran. 1. 6. 3. New word.
KX.'U^op.ai, passive, to be used as a lotion for washing out or rinsing out
(of a kind of ^Tjpiov, i.e. desiccative powder, mixed with wine and used as a
liquid for rinsing out the mouth): Kal £i<; bhovxaXyiac^ cb<peXi|iov
Yivexai ovv oiv<p KXt)^6|xevov Cyran. 3. la. 14; cf. 3. 9. 50. New usage.
KvC^ii, r\, medical techn. term, a disease afflicting the eyelids'. (XTioKeixai
bC\ jiev twv pA,e(pdpcov, Kv{(pT|, Kovi6ia|i6(;, (p9eip{aai<; . . . Cyran 1. 16.
11. New word. LSJ records from the grammarian Herodian the verbs
Kv{(p(o and Kvicpidco (2. 949). Neither Herodian nor LSJ explains the
meaning of these verbs. I venture to suggest that the meaning of Kvicpri as
given above helps to define these two verbs, namely "to suffer from Kviqni,
a disease that afflicts the eyelids." Steph. Thes., Soph. Lex., and LSJ have
the entry KYTjcp-n, with the meaning "itch," which seems to be a variant of
the same word.
KOTX^Mf Ti = nop(pvpa, purple-fish, any of the genera Thais, Purpura and
Murex, from which the purple dye was extracted: nop(pt)pa QaXaaaia j\
Kal kotx^Xtj ^Eyo^evTi Cyran. 4. 53. 2. Meaning attested in Steph. Thes.
and Soph. Lex, from sources other than Cyran., but absent from LSJ. That
the word did signify inter alia "purple-fish, murex," can be seen from the
following derivatives: Koyx'oXEvtTii; "murex-fisher" (LSJ),
KOYx\)Xiapd(poq "purple-dyer" (LSJ), Koyx^^vo^ "purple" (LSJ),
KoxyuXiov "= koxXgc, II" (LSJ), Koyxv^ionoq "dyed with purple" (LSJ),
K07x^^^<; "purple-worker" (LSJ SuppL).
KoXevTEpov, TO, subst., anatomical techn. term, colon, the greater part of
the large intestine,from the caecum to the rectum (In Cyran. it refers to the
corresponding digestive organ of fowls and specifically of the bird ^c5ko<;.):
TO Se KW^EVTEpOV (sic) XOV TlTTjVOV EOCV 6a)Tl(; A^lOV TllElV, r\ OTCTOV
(payEiv KtoXiKw teXeico(; acoGrioETai Cyran. 1. 6. 15. What we have
here is the fundamental principle of magic and primitive medicine "similia
similibus," concerning which cf. R. Heim, Incantamenta magica Graeca
Latina (Leipzig 1892) 484 ff. In Cyran. the force of this underlying
principle is exemplified in the simple prescription that the koXevtepov of
the bird C»ko<;, if given as a solid food or as a liquid to a person suffering in
the KoXov, i.e. from colic, will cure it of its ailment. It is not, however,
unlikely that the anatomical part meant by my headword here with reference
to fowls is the gizzard. The word is extremely rare. Steph. Thes. and LSJ
Suppl. record the word as a hapax, from glossaries, which have preserved the
word without a context. Besides, the meaning of the word as given in those
two lexica, "= Lat. longao," makes it uncertain whether the word means
what our entry does, i.e. colon (of fowls: "gizzard"?) or a kind of sausage;
for the Lat. longao has both meanings. The word occurs as an anatomical
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term for the human body in at least one more author, the Byzantine writer
Petrus of Antioch, from which source it was recorded in Soph. Lex. The
word is spelled KcoXivTepov in Steph. Thes., Soph. Lex. and the Kaimakis
edition of Cyran. This spelling seems to have as strong a claim to
correctness as the spelling KoXevxepov, especially if one considers the
spelling of such words as kcoXt), kcoA.t|v, KcoX,iKet»o|iai, kcoXiko^, Lat.
colice, kSXov, Lat. co'lon and co'lum, all of which are semantically
associated with colon, rectum or thigh. To be sure, LSJ s.v. kwXov II. 6
says, "incorrect form for koXov." But if the spelling Ka)Ax)v in the sense
colon is incorrect, then it goes without saying that the spelling of such
entries in that lexicon as KcoXiK£t)o^ai, "suffer from colic," and kcoXik6<;,
"suffering in the colon, having colic," must be accordingly corrected in the
lexica. In fact, I believe that the spelling of this word and its derivatives
fluctuates between kcoX- and koX-.
KoXooTo^axoq, 6, subst., anatomical techn. term, the colon, the straight
gut, the greater part of the large intestine,from the caecum to the rectum:
xovq TOY KoXoat6|xaxov dXyovvTaq Cyran. 3. 1. 80. The word in the
Kaimakis edition (where it is designated a "vox nova") is spelled
K(oljo<5x6\iaxo<;. Concerning the spelling, see previous entry. New word.
KoXoovoq, 6, subst., a kind of stone (precise identification impossible):
yaXaiKoq XiQoq eatl xo\> KoXtovot) p\)7capa)TepO(; Cyran. 6. 9. 2. New
word.
KOJtavC^o), trans., to bray, to grind: KapKivov Kavoa(; Kal
dpiaxoXoxiav Kal KvlSaq Konavioac, Cyran. 4. 28. 25. The word is
listed in LSJ with this meaning, but only in the passive voice; our citation
gives the first known occurrence of the verb in the active voice.
Koo^iKoq, T|, 6v, in the phr. ai|ia koo^ikov, a mystical, magical, name of
a kind of small, black, ant-like insect (?) with short wings found in the
center of the flower of the plant xp-uodvOe^io^ PoxavTi: Kaxd ^eoov tov
dv0o\)5 {sc. Tfi(; xpi>ootv0ep.o"u) oxjel ji-upfiriKia p.iKpd, ixeXava, Ppa%ea
Tixepd e'xovxa. xclvicl KaXeixai ai^ia kog^ikov Cyran. 1. 22. 9; cf. 1.
21.32. New meaning. Concerning my reservations in explaining as above
the meaning of the phrase aifia KoamKov, see below under ^i-upjiTiKiov.
KpOKoSiXCa (sc. potdvTi), r\, a kind of plant, most likely sea-holly:
ai^a 6e tj&)\xoc, ovov p,ETd KpoKoSiXCaq PoxdvTiq Cyran. 2. 31. 15. New
word. LSJ records two similar forms as the names of two plants:
KpoKo5iX£iov, "sea-holly, Eryngium maritimum," and KpoKo5iXid(;, "=
foreg. . . dpTEp-ioia k." It is impossible to determine whether my
headword here signifies sea-holly or dptejiioux or some other kind of plant
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KpoTcbv, wvoq, 6 [Liter, striker] = icotov, a young dog: ^wvxoq 6e xov
KpoTwvo(; dvaxp.T|0evTo^ Kal exi GepM-ou ovtoq Cyran. 2. 20. 23. New
meaning. Etymology: < Kpoxeco to strike. I have arrived at this meaning
on the basis of both the heading (Ttepl kvvoc, niKpou) of Cyran. 2. 20 and
its content, which deals entirely with the medicinal qualities of a puppy.
Nevertheless, I have serious doubts about the soundness of the reading.
Kpo\)a^a, axoq, to = 6TiY^a, bite or sting of insects, as for example bees
and wasps: 7ip6<; ^leA^iaowv Kal a(pT|K©v Kpovaixaxa Cyran. 2. 20. 18.
New meaning. Etymology: < Kpotxo to strike.
KDKXtOKOO, trans., to set something in a circular motion: kvkXCokcov
td6e ndvTa dn' avxoXir[q ini S-uajidq Cyran. p. 51. 10; cf. also 1. 7.
28. New word.
Kvp-^aXiifpopo^, ov, adj., associated with cymbals (epithet of the vine
which, apparently, derives from the fact that the vine was associated with
the orgiastic cult of Dionysus, which included the playing of cymbals):
a\ineXoc, Xe-okti t\ M^TitTip t©v Poxavoiv evSie Kv^PaXtjcpope yr[c, ev
<p\noi(; fi TtpcbxTi Cyran. 1. 1. 163. New word.
KDVOYdXEog, 6, subst., dog-fish, or a kind of small shark resembling the
hammerhead: to 5e Xoinbv oS^ia (sc. Tfi(; C,x>yai\r{(;) ojxoiov KwoyaXeG)
Cyran. 4. 19. 3. This fish is also known as kiocov yaXeoc,: 0pp. Hal. 1.
373, Ael. HA 1. 55. New word.
K0i>5a)v{([(D, intrans., to sound, to ring, to produce a bell-like sound (of a
stone which, if held to the ear while being shaken, creates the illusion of
producing a bell-like sound): dKouoEi Kto5tovi^ovTO(; (sc. Tot> deTiTov
XiSov) Cyran. 1. 1.7. New meaning.
KcoXiKoq, 6 or kcoA.ik6v, to, gender indeterminate, subst., colic, severe
spasmodic griping pain in the belly: Ko^Xidpiov a' 5i6o\) ^e6'
{)6po^£XiTO(;
. . .
Tw e'xovti KcoXiKov Cyran. 2. 11. 13. The word is a
substantivized adj. resulting from the phrase k(oA,ik6(; 7i6vo<; or kcoXikov
vooTiixa. New word. This word supplies the etymological and semantic
origin of English "colic" through the intermediate stage Lat. colica passio
and med. Lat. colica (subst. fem.); cf. OED s.v. "colic." LSJ records
KcoXiKoc;, but only as an adjective and with different meanings.
Xa([o\)piv, TO (< Xa^ovpiov), a kind of pigment used in painting and
prepared from the stone odncpEipog, lapis lazuli: d(p' ot> (sc. aa7t(p£ipo\)
XiGo-d) noiouoiv ol ^(oypdcpoi to Xa^ovpiv to dpioTov, o KaXovaiv
(pvaiKov Cyran. 1. 18. 10. This pigment is also known to us from the
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papyri by the names oancpeCpiov, oaTcneipiov or oaTtTiipiv. New word.
Formation: the word is a direct Greek borrowing from Arabic, la'zuward or
b'zaward, which, however, goes back to Persian la'zward. The medieval
Latin form lazulum, from which the genitive in the phrase lapis lazuli
comes, is a loan word from the Greek Xa^ovpiov or perhaps the unattested
form *Xa^o'upov. The text of Cyran. contains also the adj. \)7toXa^o-6pio<;
(cf. below).
XevKaoia, t], medical techn. term, a kind of skin disease which causes
whitening of the skin, a kind of leprosy: Upbc, o^v xac, dX,yii56va<; Tqq
Ke(paXf|<; Kal dp^Tiv eXetpavTidoeox; . , . Kal XzvKaciac, xac, nepl to
aS^a yiyvo^ivac, Cyran. 1. 4. 33. New meaning.
XevkC^cd, intrans., to be white in color: ohioc, b adpSioq XiQoc, yivexai
EK BapvXSvoq XevkC^cov Cyran. 6. 8. 4. New word. For similar verbal
formations signifying the color of stones, see above on eyicvavC^a).
XEVKO^ETGonoq, 6, subst. = (paXapi(;, the aquatic bird coot,Fulica atra:
OaX-apiq nxTivov 6 Xeyo^izvoq XEVKO\iixGmoq. bXov ydp ioxx. ^eXav, to
dk [Lexatnov amot) Kal |i6vov e'xEi A^-ukov Cyran. 3. 48. 2. It is to be
noted that A^e-uKOfieTcoTto^ in Cyran. is a rendering of (paXapic,
(< (pdXxxpoq) into a more precisely descriptive form in the vernacular. LSJ
does record the word, from sources other than Cyran., but the meaning given
is vague and unsatisfactory ("as Subst., name of a bird"), no identification of
the bird being given. Recorded, from sources other than Cyran., and
correctly identified in Thompson, A Glossary of Greek Birds.
X\)aiq, eox;, t\, magical techn. term, counterspell, spell-breaker, (magic or
medicinal) antidote: edv 6e tk; Xeitbaa<; {sc. xohc, otpGaX^oix; Kal T-qv
KapSiav xr\c, driSovoq) Scoti tivI tiieiv XdGpa, dvTivoq djioGaveiTai-
Xxtow 6e o\)K e'xei Cyran.' 1. 5. 23; cf. 1. 24. 113, 2. 31. 25. New
meaning.
^dpya, Ti, text, gloss on vdpKti, torpedo, electric ray: NdpKn vx9t»<; eoxi
GaXxxooioq, ov ol noXXoi (paai ^idpyav Cyran. 4. 44. 2. New word. The
word is etymologically related to the words jj-dpyoq, jiapydto, iiapyoTtic;,
^lapyoovvn, with the basic notion of "madness, fury, rage."
^dpyapo^, 6, subst., eye-ball: ol 5e ^dpyapoi twv 6(p0aA,)ia)v amot)
(popov|i£voi 6(p9aXp.{av navovai Kal f||iiKpaviav Cyran. 4. 39. 6. New
word. The word is etymologically related to the nouns ^idpyapov,
|iapyap{TT|5 and ^dpyapo(;, the fu-st two signifying "pearl" and the latter
"pearl-oyster." The use of the word in the sense "eye-ball" is a figurative
one based on the pearl-like appearance of the object signified.
Haxaipiot, Ti, subst., text, gloss on the plant ^i(pio(; {sc. poTdv-q) =
4v(piov, (pdayavov, corn-flag, BoL Gladiolus segetum: Eitpioc, PoTdvTj eotI
nXr\Q{>ovoa ev naor\ yn . . . iiv tive<; jxaxaipCav KaXouaiv Cyran. 1. 14.
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5. New word, LSI records the word ^a/aipicov along with the varia lectio
p.axaip(bviov with the same meaning.
p.eXdv8pa^, aKo<;, 6, medical techn. term = 6o0itiv, small abscess, boil:
Kaxaxpiop.evii 6e y\ Konpcx; {sc. vv\c, KaxoiKiSio-u opviGoq) nt)pfiTiKia<; Kal
^i£Xdv0paKa(; iatai Cyran, 3. 34. 5. New word. Some lexica record
similar forms with the same meaning, p.eX,av9pdKT| and p.eXav9pdKiv.
That the word dvGpa^ signifies inter alia some kind of disease can be seen
from LSJ s.v. II. 2: ''carbuncle, malignant pustule (ace. to some small-
pox)."
HeX,aviti5, iSoq, t|, adj., black (attributive of yfj: ^leXavixK; yfi =
northwestern Africa, in particular Mauritania and Numidia): ITopcpvpiTTiq
XiGog, Yvcoot6(; p-dX-iOTa ev tti ^eXavuiSi yp Cyran, 1, 16, 6; cf, 1, 14,
17-18, 1, 15, 16, 2, 37. 2-3,' New word. The phrase ^eXaviTic; yfi
signifies exactly the same thing as the noun MavpoDoidq, occurring in
Dioscor, Mat. Med. 2. 66, and Ma-upo-oaia, preserved by Vitruvius (8, 2,
6). Both forms (neither of which is recorded in LSJ) mean "the country of
the Mauri," i.e. Mauritania. Indeed, according to Vitruvius loc. cit.,
Ma\)po\)aia was the Greek name of Mauritania. Now, given the meaning
of the word ^laupoq, "dark," the literal meaning of the words Ma\)poa)aid(;
and Ma\)po\)oia must be "the country of the black people," which means
that they are synonyms for ^leXavixK; yfi. One more argument for
identifying Mauritania with jie^vixk; yfi is the reference to the animal
okCyyoc; by both Cyran. (2. 37. 2-3) and Dioscor. {Mat. Med. 2. 66,
spelled oKiyKoq) widi the information that this animal can be found ev xfi
MeX,aviTi6i yri according to the former source and ev xr\ FaixovA-ia xr\<;
Ma\)po\)aid5<>; according to the latter.
HEXiaaoXoyoq, 6, gloss on |iepo\|/ in Schol. marg. ad Cyran. 3. 30. 2, the
bird bee-eater, Merops apiaster. New word. Its etymological connection
with bees can be seen both in its Latin name, apiastra, and in its names in
mod. Greek, fi-eA^iaaovpyoq and ^leXiaacKpdYo^.
p-TlBiKo^, T], 6v, adj., in the phr. jiriSiKoq XiQoq, Persian stone, a kind of
stone sacred to Aphrodite: ^t|5ik6(; XiQoq, ovxoq dvT|KEi xf[ 'A(ppo5iTT]
Cyran. 1. 12. 5; cf. 1. 12. 33 and 38. Hesychius s.v. )xti6io<; reads as
follows: HT|5iO(;- ^laXaKoc,, Kal PoxdvTj^ zldoq Kal XiQoc, xi |XT|5idxT|(;.
From this it seems certain that these two stone names, m,ti6io<; and ^tjSikcx;
XiQoq, signify the same kind of stone. New meaning.
p,oipiK6^, T|, 6v (I) adj. = jioipoKpavxcx;, ordained by the Fates, determined
by one's destiny, inescapable: Ttoiei 5e Kal 7tp6<; )ioipiKd<; dvenix-uxiaq,
dnpa^{a<; Kal xd xoiaOxa Cyran. 1. 22. 15. (II) iioipiKTi, f|, subst.,
success or happiness ordained by fate: \izy\<5xx\\ ^loipiKnv Kal ^leaixeiav
e^evq Cyran. 1. 24. 31; cf, 2. 31. 19. New meanings.
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^ovav5p{a, r\ (used figuratively of animals and, in particular, of birds) the
state of mating with only one male companion: Tp\)Ya)v oxpovGiov naoi
yvoxjtov, )iovav5piav doKouv Cyran. 3. 43. 2. New word.
|ioftX,a, Ti, Lat. mula, a female mule: Kal etiI jxev dvSpwv PovpScov, ini
8e yuvaiKo^ ^loOXa Cyran. 2. 15. 13. New form; LSJ records only the
forms novXdpiov and ^io'uX.ti. Recorded in Soph. Lex., but from a later
source.
^-upji-nKiov, to, subst., dimin, of ^ijpp.T|^, small ant: Kaxd ^leoov xov
avQovc, ©ael p.-upp.T|Kia, |iiKpd, neXavd, ppa^ea nxzpa e'xovxa. xavxa
KaXeixai ai|ia Koap.iK6v Cyran. 1. 22. 8. The precise meaning of the
form (neut. plur.) ^upixriKia and its synonym al^ia kog^ikov is elusive and
uncertain. The context is quite ambiguous in the sense that it leaves it
unclear whether atna koo^ikov and p.-upuriKia mean "ant-like insects," as I
reluctantly believe (see above on koo^iikoc;), or just parts of the flower itself
(as e.g. stamens or stigmas) that resemble little, black, winged ants. This
meaning is attested in Soph. Lex., but from a much later source.
^i5oi)\|/, coTcoq, 6, subst., medical techn. term, ailment affecting the pupil of
the eye: Tcepl 5e x-qv Koprjv, vecpeXiov, ctxKxx; . . . vDKxdXcoy, [i\>(£>\\f
Cyran. 1. 16. 20; cf. 1. 11. 11. New meaning. For similar compound
formations with -cbij/ signifying various kinds of eye diseases, cf.
dyxiXai\\f, aiyiX(o\\i, v\)KxdXa)\|/.
veKpoTOKia, Ti, medical techn. term, extraction of a dead embryo: eiq
veKpoxoK{av Schol. marg. ad Cyran. 2. 24. 21. New word.
veoyevvnToq, ov, adj., newly born: kxxov eoxI o Tiap' t^iv icuvdpiov
^iyexai, ^iiKpoq, vEOYevvnxo(;, exi GrjXd^cov Cyran. 2= 20. 2. The word
is recorded in LSJ, but the only citation comes from Photius, who has
preserved it as a gloss on vecrfiXoc,.
veq>eA.iov, x6 = inno\iavEq, a small black membrane on the forehead of a
new-born foal, used as a powerful love-charm or love-potion: x6 ev xw
liExcbno) (sc. 'innov yevvt|0evxo(;) vEcpE^iov Cyran. 2. 17. 3. New
meaning.
ve9piK6q, 6, subsL, medical techn. term, a person sufferingfrom a kidney
disease: Ea0i6|j.Evo(; 6£ 6 ixQvq . . . vE(ppiKov<; Kal 6t)ao-upiav idxai
Cyran. 4. 49. 4-5. LSJ does record this word in this meaning from Dsc. 1.
6, but according to that lexicon it is a "falsa lectio for vE^pixiKog." My
citation here, therefore, is the first to document the existence of such a word.
^Epdx(D(ia, axoq, x6, medical techn. term, a kind of disease that damages
the skin or the hair of the head: x6 Se Epiov avxov (sc. xov npo^dxov) . .
.
XPTioi^iov Eoti ETtl KEcpaXfjc; ^Epaxcb|4,axa Cyran. 2. 33. 27. New word.
The word is etymologically related to the base fy\p-, "dry." That the long
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vowel
-n came to be pronounced as short e in Hellenistic and Roman times
can be seen both from the entry ^epexxo in LSJ Suppl. and from the
vernacular mod, Greek, in which ^T|p6<; and its derivatives have been replaced
by ^tpoc,, ^Epawco etc.
^{9109 (sc. potavTi), Ti = ^((piov, corn-flag, Bot. Gladiolus segetum: Eicpioq
PoxavTi eoxl TiXTjGvouoa ev ndcr\ yfi . , . iiv xiveq ^axaipCav KaA^ovaiv,
Evioi 5e (pdoYavov Cyran, 1. 14. 3. New form.
^xiQoq, b, a kind of small fish, namely the Smarts vulgaris, of the Maenidae
family: 4^0oq eoxlv ix^<s. ^1^ evioi ^nap{5a KaXo\)aiv Cyran. 4. 46. 2.
New word.
^vXiXoxov, x6, subst. = ^vXakof], dyaXoxov, eagle-wood, Bot.
Aquilaria malaccensis: EvXdXoxov, ol 6e ^"uXxxXoriv (paoi, ^-oXov eoxlv
ivdiKov Cyran. 5. 14. 2. New word.
^-uXopaxTiq, 6, subst., a kind of domestic lizard resembling a small
crocodile: \\)Xo^a.vc\c, . . . zihoc, eoxi KopKoSeiAx)^) p.iKpov Cyran. 2. 29. 2.
For similar compound formations, cf. dKavGopdxriq, 6£v6popdxTi(;,
OKcoXopdxTjq, xoixopdxTi^. New word. The same creature is also known
by the name xoixopdxTjq (see below).
oivopCicn, T], text, gloss on 5paKovx{a TiM-Epo^ = 6paKovx(a, a variety of
edder-wort, Bot. Dracunculus vulgaris: ApaKovxitov 5vo ei5ti eioiv ^{a
p.ev Ti dypCa . . . exepa 6e
"n ilM-Epo^ t| Kal oivoPiKTi Cyran. 1. 4. 4. New
word.
oivo9X'0Ye<D, intrans., to be addicted to drinking, to be given to
drunkenness: 6 oivo<; XdGpot 5o6el(; oivocpXvYoOvxi navoei at)x6v xfiq xou
oivo\) eKi0v|iia(; Cyran. 4. 16. 7. New meaning.
oXiyooToq, T|, 6v, adj., in the positive degree, of quantity, little: \izxa
ovvcu Kal vdp5ot> 6X,iYoaxov Cyran. 2. 26. 14. Formation: on the
analogy of nokdc, > noXKoaxoc;, which in turn is formed on the analogy of
the ordinal numerals eiKoax6<;, etc. Cf. LSJ s.v. noXXoaxoq. New
meaning.
'OX\>\jL.nio^, a, ov, adj., associated with those dwelling on Olympus, divine
(predicative of onmeXoc,, vine): 'OXx>\in{a . . . a\)vxT|pT|a6v p.oD vocx; (ppevou;
Cyran. 1. 1. 165. New meaning.
6^oodp5tov, x6, subst., Sardian stone of the same kind (the Sardian stone
was of two kinds, cf. LSJ s.v. odpSiov): ndXiv 5e dXAx)\)q P' XCGoxx; . . ,
ojxoodpSia YX\)(pTiv exovxot<; d^wpoxepa Cyran. 1. 10. 80. New word.
oveipid^cD, intrans. = oveipcoaoo), to have an emission of semen during
sleep: x6 jiev ydp x^topov e-o^cop-ov vvxei xd<; oDvovoiac; Kal o-uk ea
jioXXd a\)vo\)oid^Eiv, ovxe jcvkvok; opGiav ovxe oveipid^Eiv Cyran. 1.
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5. 13. New form, not recorded in the lexica, except in Soph. Lex. with the
meaning "to have salacious oveCpaxa."
ovoGovpiq, i6o(;, Ti, subst., the plant marsh mallow, wild mallow, Bot.
Althaea officinalis: 'OvoG-upoK; PoxdvTi eaxiv • ol nev 6v68o-upiv KaAx)\ioiv
o'l 6e ovo^aXaxTiv Cyran. 1. 15. 3. It is described by the Auctor Cyran. as
having leaves resembling those of a cultivated mallow, a tree-mallow. It
therefore signifies a kind of plant different from the ovoGripca; and ovoGovpu;
recorded in LSJ as meaning "oleander, Nerium oleander." It signifies at least
three different plants and the juice of a fourth one: (I) oleander, Bot. Nerium
oleander. (II) buglosswn (citations in Ducangius Gloss.). (Ill) = xoXpdvTi,
the resinous juice of all-heal, Bot. Ferula galbaniflua, see "Glossaires de
botanique" XIII p. 425. 13 in Delatte, Anecd. Athen. II. (IV) = dXGaia,
marsh mallow, wild mallow, Bot. Althaea officinalis. The last three
meanings are absent from LSJ. Moreover, it is a philological crux to
determine with certainty the orthography and original form of the word. The
following forms (variants or distortions of the original form?) have been
preserved in various authors and mss.: 6v6Gov)pi<;, ovoGripag, ovoGripa and
ovoGripa, oivoGTipa<;, ovoiSGopoq, ovoGo-upvq and 6voGot)pi<;, 6voGot)piv,
ovoGupiov, ovoGvpoK;. Howcvct, the forms ovoGoupu; and ovoGupoK; seemed
perfectly correct and acceptable to the anonymous Auctor Cyran.
ovoG'opoiQ, i5o(;, r[, the plant marsh mallow, Bot. Althaea officinalis:
Cyran. 1. 15. 3 (see previous entry). New word.
6vojiaXdx'n,Ti [Liter, donkey's mallow], marsh mallow, Bot. Althaea
officinalis: Cyran. 1. 15. 3 (see previous entries). New word. For other
plant names with ovo- as the first component cf , besides the two preceding
entries, ovopXixov, ovoppv^i*;, ovompSiov, ovoicXfux, ovonopSov, ovottu^ck;,
6v6p\)7xo<;, 6v6<p\)XAov, 6voxEiAi(;.
ovo^, 6, in the phr. ovoc, GaXdaaioq, the sea polypus, octopus: "Ovoc;
GaXdoaioq, ov xiveq nokvnoMv, ol 5e oKxdTtovv Aiyo'^oiv Cyran. 4. 48.
1-2. New meaning.
OTCioOoTovo^, 6, subst., medical techn. term, one who suffers from
oniaGoxovia (the latter explained in LSJ s.v. as "disease in which the body
is drawn back and stiffens, tetanic recurvation"): 7iiv6|xevov 5e {sc. x6
Kaaxopiov) oxo\iiax\KO\>c„ onkr\\\.KO\>c„ XTjGapyiKoix; Kal oTiiaGoxovovq
ocKpox; idxai Cyran. 2. 19. 8-9. New meaning.
opdoo, trans., to experience, to undergo: ei 5e nepl xoiq yovaai yuvTi
avxV (popei, ouSoXcix; a-uXXTji^/exai, otSxe ejiM-Tiva opa Cyran. 2. 36. 10.
New meaning. For a similar use of the verb pXenco, cf the phrase
Kaxa^T|via pXenei Schol. ad Aesch. Prom. 134. 15 (Dindorf).
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6p^titik6<;, t|, 6v, causative adj., cum genitivo objecti, inducive of, incitive
of. eaxi 5e to oxeap (sc. xox> iconpivo-u) avvo-uaiac; opiiTixiKov Cyran, 4,
37. 5-6. New construction.
ot>Xoicot£a), intrans. = (e7t)ovAoa), to scar over, to cause cicatrization: eiq
ovXonoiTiaai nav eXkck; Schol. marg. ad Cyran. 4. 17. 4. New word. The
entries o-bXonoir\ai<; and ot)Xo7ioi6<; in LSJ are not related to the present
headword.
6(pea, Tf\ = v\)KXEp((;, bat: ocpea 7cxt|v6v egxiv t] X-eyofiEVTi vuKXEpiq
Cyran. 3. 33. 2. New word. Etymology unknown.
na\L\ir\x<op
,
opo<;, 6, adj., source of creation of all, origin of all: xa\)x'
aicbvia Epya Geou 7ia^^T|xopo<; Eoxai Cyran. prol. p. 19. 18. Recorded in
LSJ, but only as a fern, adj., whereas in Cyran. the word is used as a masc.
adj., modifier of Qeoq.
ndvOtip, 09, 6, subst. [Liter, hunter of everything], a kind of predatory bird
(The text, scanty as it is, does not allow precise identification of the bird in
question.): 6tipe'uxt|(; tixtivov eoxiv, o Kal navGrip Ka^vxai Cyran. 3.
17. 2. See above, s.v. Gtipevxti^. New meaning, unattested in the lexica
and Thompson, A Glossary ofGreek Birds.
naxEO), trans. = oxevco, of male animals, especially of the rooster, to
mount the female, to cover: aA,EKxopi 5e Eotv 5&<; jj-exoc dA.(p{xtov ov
TiaxTjOEi GriXEiav Cyran. 1. 10. 27; cf. 1. 19. 9. New meaning. It seems,
however, that this meaning was quite common, since certain ancient
grammarians derived the word naxr\p from naxEco in this sense: "TtoetTjp •
Ttapd x6 TtaxEiv ev xp cwovaia- anb ^Exacpopaq xrov dXoycov ^wcov"
Etym. Mag. 655. 56. It might be worth pointing out the same figurative
use of the English verb "to tread" (OED s.v. B. 8) and Latin calcare (OLD
s.v. 9).
neXeKavoQ, 6, subst, a bird: 'Pd^tpiog tcxtivov eoxv Tiapd xov 7ioxa)j.6v
NeiXov l7ixdp.£vov, Xey6|ievov mXeKavoc, Cyran. 3. 39. 3, It is
extremely difficult to determine with certainty what bird is meant, since
Cyran. here seems utterly confused and confusing; unsuspectingly and
uncritically, he blends the features and descriptions of three different birds
into one. First of all, the mention of the bird's habitat, i.e. the river Nile
and the Lake of Egypt, leads one to identify it with the aquatic bird coot,
Lat. fulica, whose Greek name, as we learn from glossaries, from which it
is recorded as a hapax in LSJ, is nzkeyiavoc, {scribe TCE^EKavoq). But, as
one can see from my citation above, the word in Cyran. is a text, gloss on
pd^(pio^, which is a descriptive name emphasizing a major feature of the
bird, namely its bill, beak', the bird referred to here, therefore, must be one
equipped with a strong or big beak, which, according to one of the two
alternative explanations given by Schol. marg. ad loc. (nzkzKav 6
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dpx>oKoXdnxr[c, "nxoi 6 5ev5poK6A,a(po^) must be one of the species of
woodpecker. In fact, one of the names for woodpecker in mod. Greek is
TieXeKavoq, a bird name which appears to be of considerable antiquity, and
is obviously a collateral form of the classical mXzKac,, which denotes the
same bird. LSJ does record pd^icpicx; as a hapax, from Cyran. loc. cit., and
explains it as "= JceXEKavoq," which it defines as "coot." But its
identification of pdn(pioq with coot without any qualification does not seem
either correct or satisfactory; the reference to, and account of, the bird's
parental pietas, in particular that of the mother who revives her dead young
offspring with her own blood (Cyran. 3. 39. 4-11), makes it certain that the
bird in question is the famous neXcKdv, pelican, which is also an aquatic
bird (see Arist. HA 9. 614b27). To conclude: any lexicon recording in the
future p(x^(piO(; or neXeKavoq with citations from Cyran. must take into
account this confusion that renders the identification with this or that bird
inaccurate; the confusion resulted because Cyran. has conflated into one the
accounts of three different birds, namely the coot, the woodpecker and the
pelican.
nepidjiTonai, passive, to be hung around, to be worn as an amulet: ir\c,
5e driSovcx; ol 6<p9aX|iol Kal ti Kap6{a Ttepiajixoiievoi Cyran. 1. 5. 21; cf.
2. 7. 15, 2. 8. 54, 2. 47. 9, 3. 1. 52, 3. 1. 71. New usage.
neptXa^pdvo^ai, passive, cum dativo, to be ajflicted by: 6\)oevtep{a
7cepieiXT||j.|j.evq) Cyran. 1. 1. 12. This use is not recorded in the lexica.
nzpxni\X6<o, intrans., see next entry.
nepiGTCiXoo), vox nihili. Recorded in LSJ fi-om Cyran. 2. 42. 10 and
explained as "subject to heat." The reading TrepioTiiXoto, however, evidently
appeared doubtful to the compilers of that lexicon themselves who added the
proviso si vera lectio. The context in which this word seemingly occurs
reads as follows: edv 6e tov (ppwov pdXti^ ev^ x^'^pct^ Kaivr^v Kal
7iEpi.aKiXa)aT](; ewq dv dTiavGpaKcoGf] tovtod r\ xecppa. The verb
TCEpioKiXo©, which does not occur elsewhere, seems extremely suspicious
in this meaning; neither the verb (suxkcxa nor the noun (snxkoc, has any
semantic or etymological connection with a Greek word for heat. A close
examination of this citation in conjunction with Cyran. 3. 36. 35 will shed
light on the status of this word: edv 6e veoooov ^iiKpov %zka.pyo\)
Xa^wv pdA,Ti(; tie, xvxpav KaiVTjv, Kal icepiTtTiXcbaac; 6cbTi<; eiq cpovpvov
oTixaoGai, otav 6e dnavGpaKcoGfi dpa(; x-qv xe(ppav. Clearly
7t£pia7iiX.6to is a ghost word, the result of scribal corruption of the correct
reading 7iepi7iT|A,(baa(;. One can easily understand how and why the
compilers of LSJ were misled into believing that the non-existent verb
TcepianTiXoco means to "subject to heat"; the words signifying "subjecting
the pot to heat by placing it into an oven," something like Scbric; eiq xov
(povpvov OTixaoGai, which we read in Cyran. 3. 36. 35, were inadvertently
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omitted by the scribe. These words then need to be inserted into the text at
Cyran, 2. 42. 10. The whole passage will read as follows: eav 6e tov
(ppvvov PaX.Ti<; ei<; x^'^pav KaivTiv Kal nepinr\kGKfaq <66n\q eiq (poiipvov
67itaa0ai> eox; av dnavOpaKcoGri: "if you put a toad into a brand-new
earthen pot and, after sealing the pot all around with mud, place it in an
oven to be baked until it bums to a cinder." As for the verb KepiTtTiXoco, it
is recorded in LSJ, from sources other than Cyran., but the meaning "encase
in clay" does not seem adequate as far as the use of this verb in Cyran. is
concerned. The verb means to smear all over with mud, with reference to
cooking utensils; such vessels, whether of clay or metal, were smeared all
over with mud before they were placed on the fire, for the purpose of
washing them easily afterwards and preventing heat and soot from damaging
their sheen. Such practice still persists in many villages of Greece, Southern
Europe and the Middle East. However, in Cyran. the verb refers to the
practice of hermetically seaUng a pot around its rim and lid by smearing
them with mud before placing the pot on fire, in order to prevent fumes,
vapors, medicinal or magical qualities from escaping from the pot. See also
7ipo7iT|X6(o below.
nepiaaoaapKCa, t], the state of having excess fat orflesh: t] 6k Konpoc,
a{)xfj(; (sc.xr[(; (pwicriq) nepiaoooapKiav dnotTiKei Cyran. 2. 41. 27.
New word.
nepixptop,ai, passive, to be applied around as an ointment or salve: ai)v
vSaxi 5e 7tepixpvo|iEVTi {sc. fi xox> ^i-uoq Konpoq) Aijipac; Kal Xz\xr\\a.c^
GepanevEi Cyran. 2. 26. 12; cf. 3. 9. 7, 3. 22. 5, 4. 40. 2. New usage.
nXtid-uvoi), intrans., to be found in abundance, to abound: TtXriGiivEi 6£
{sc. 6 Kiva{6iO(; ix0t><;) ev xfi 7rapaA,ia Cyran. 1. 10. 13; cf. 1. 14. 8.
New meaning.
nviydq, d5o(;, r[, subst., medical techn. term, in the phrase vaxEpiK-n
Twiydq, ailment afflicting women = -baxEpiKTi tivC^, hysterics, hysterical
fits or convulsions: xd 5e TixEpd a-uxov {sc. xo\i dExoii) . . . {)axEpiKT]v
TiviydSa Kal (ppEvixiKT]v i©vxai Cyran. 3. la. 7; cf. 3. 51. 21-22.
(From the former citation it becomes clear that the ancient physicians
distinguished also a second kind of 7tviYd(;, the (ppEvixiKTi nvviac,, which
must mean a kind of delirium orfrenzy associated with phrenitis.) New
word.
jtopcp-upC^, {.hoc,, y\ = nopipvpa, purple-fish (see koyx^Xtj in this article):
TiEpl 7iop(p\)p{5o<; Cyran. 4. 53. 1. New meaning.
noT{^op.at, passive, of drinks and liquids in general = Trivo^iai, to be
consumed as a drink, to be given as a drink: 6 5£ C®l^0(; (sc. xwv
KapiScov) . . . 7ioxi^6|iEvo(; ydXa xai(; yuvai^l noXx> envptpei Cyran. 4.
30. 8; cf. 1. 3. 21, 1. 7. 8. Usage unattested in LSJ. Such a usage.
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however, occurs not only in Cyran. but also in Dioscor., from whom the
word is cited in Soph. Lex. Commenting on the existence of such a usage,
Steph. Thes. s.v. noti^co says: "Nonnumquam et id ipsum quod potui
praebetur s. potatur, noTi^eoGai dicitur . , ."
npa^iM-oq, ov, adj., of (love-) charms, efficacious, operative: eoxi 5e Kal
Tcpd^iM-ov (piXxpov Cyran. 2. 29. 5. New meaning. The word npa^i^ioq in
this sense is semantically related to npa^K; in the sense of LSJ s.v. II. 4:
"magical operation, spell."
npoEKOTCdco, trans. = npoEKxiXXio, to pluck out before: xaq
TipoEKOTiaaOeioac; xpixaq Cyran. 4. 61. 7. New word.
npOKpCvoo, trans., medical techn. term, of diuretic substances = npoxpejico
LSJ s.v. III., to cause increased excretion <?/ urine, to induce urine to flow:
x6 5e aTio^E^a . . . o^pa TtpoKpivei Cyran. 4. 32, 5. New meaning.
npoxTiXoo), trans., to smear with mud in advance: edv xk; xoix; veooooax;
QL\iix\c, paX-ji eiq xvxpav Kal TtpoTcri^^tboaq otixtioti Cyran. 3. 50. 4. New
word. See KepianiXoco above.
icponoT{(|o>, trans., of ceramic pots, to saturate with water in advance, to
soak with water before: PaXwv eiq TtpoTteTioxia^ievov dcTYeiov . . . x6
v6cop £v 0) (XTieGecbGTi 6 lepa^ Cyran. 1. 21. 112. New meaning.
TCupavYiC*'*' intrans., to be of a fiery bright color: dvGpa^ A.{0oq eaxl
7ioX,'uxi}j.O(;, KaOapoc; . . . Tfupa-uyiCwv Cyran. 6. 1. 4. New word. For
similar verbal formations signifying the color of stones, see EyKvavi^co
above.
jiD pid ^CB, trans., medical techn. term, to bathe a wound with warm
medicated lotion, to give a vapor bath, to foment: T^vaxsaq xfjv PoxdvTiv
o\)v oivEX-aCcp £v xTiydva) d(p£yEi Kal |i£x' Epitov . . . nvpia^E x-qv
Ti^Tiynv Cyran. 5. 6. 7. New form, unrecorded in LSJ, which records in
this sense the verb nvpidco.
pd9avov,x6 = pa9av(^, including both radish (Bot. Raphanus sativus)
and pdcpavoc; dypia, charlock, wild mustard (Bot. Raphanus raphanistrum):
'Pdcpavov E5cb5iM.6(; eoxi Poxavrj . . . dXX,' 6 jiev dypicx; {sc. pdcpavoq) oq
Kal pacpavlq AiyExai Cyran. 5. 17. 2. Form unrecorded in LSJ and
Steph. Thes., but attested in this sense in an anonymous medical author
who supplies the only citation in Soph. Lex. s.v. From the above citation
it becomes clear that there existed a masc. variant pdcpavoq, which is also
absent from the lexica.
povKa, Ti < LaL eruca = ev^cohov, rocket, Bot. Eruca sativa: xovxeoxiv
Poxavov Xzy6\SiZ\o\ pouKa, gloss on E\)^(op.oq PoxdvTj in Cyran. 1. 5. 3
(cod. O). Unrecorded in the lexica, except in Ducangius Gloss.
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adKKog, 6, text, gloss on x^pocdoq pdxpaxoq, the land-frog, believed to
emit a poisonous breath: 6 6e xEpaaiO(; pdTpaxo<; 6 Ka>^t>|xevo<; oavxoc,
Cyran. 2. 5. 18. New meaning, unattested in the lexica, which do not
record the x£poaio(; pdxpaxcx; either.
oaXafiivGri, t\ = cpaXaTyi^ov, a venomous spider: 0T|pa(po(; r[ dpdxvTi o
Kttl (paA^dyyiov Xiyexai . . . Tcap' ev{oi<; Se aaX«p.iv0-n Cyran. 2. 16. 3.
Most probably, the word is etymologically related to the word
aaXd^av5pa. The word is absent from LSJ, but is recorded in Steph.
Thes. and Ducangius Gloss, with a citation from an unpublished text which
is either identical with Cyran. or sfrikingly similar. For a detailed
discussion, see Ian C. Beavis, Insects and Other Invertebrates in Classical
Antiquity (Exeter 1988), who cites Cyran. (p. 36).
oap.aji'uG'n^, 6 or oa^ia^vG-q, -q or oafiaii-uGiv (< aajiajivGiov), to,
gender indeterminate, text, gloss on ^vhy^dx^q and xoixopdxTic;, a kind of
domestic lizard resembling a small crocodile: Cyran. 2. 29. 2. New word.
oanSvw, to (< oancoviov), dimin. of odTttov, soap: \ii^ov a\)v a-uToiq
Kttl aanSviv Cyran. 4. 28. 26. The form has no diminutive force.
Unrecorded in LSJ.
OTiTteSovcDS'n^, eg, adj., medical techn. term. (1) associated with
putrefaction, in the phr. aTi7ie5ova>6Ti PonGrmaTa, remedies against wounds
or sores which are inclined to putrefaction: npbq yoDpiKa poTiGrmaTa eti
5e Kal A,E7tpiKd Kal aTi7iE6ova)6T| T-qv TOia-OTtiv koviv jii'yvi3o\)aiv
Cyran. 2. 36. 14. (II) oTiTiESovcbSriq, 6 or ti, of sl person whose wounds or
sores are in a state of putrefaction: Ka\)G£VTE<; ydp (sc. oi KoxXiai) Kal
noQivxeq SvoEVTEpiKoix; axpE^ouai zovq \iy\n(o oTi7tE5ovcb6Ei<; Cyran. 4.
36. 4. New meanings.
cnwoaTpaKOV, to, subst., the internal shell of the cuttle-fish, cuttle-bone:
ov> (sc. K-uvoq GaXaaaiov) . . . ti TECppa ovv OTjTioaTpdKq) ovXaq
(scribendum ovXa) GEpanEVEi Cyran. 4. 29. 2. New word (as noted
already by Kaimakis). I believe, however, that the form oriTiooTpaKov is
corrupt and that it must be emended to crriTcioaTpaKov (from oriTiia).
aiToq>6po9, ov, adj., in the phr. aiTo<p6po<; dpovpaiO(;, a kind of mouse that
carries offwheat from storehouses: o^iovox; 5£ Kal ol oiTocpopoi dpo\)paioi
TO avTo TtoioOaiv Cyran. 2. 25. 11-12. New meaning.
oi<povKiov, TO = Exivoq, gizzard, bird's second stomachfor grindingfood
mixed in the first with gastric juice: Tr\<; be KoiXiaq (sc. xox> d>.£KTopoq)
eocoGev -u^iTiv . . . ov KaA,oi)aiv exivov, ol bk owpovKiov Cyran. 3. 3. 20; cf.
1. 18. 42. New word. The word, of non-Greek origin, comes from
Arabic J'—*-» sifaq, plur.ji -a sufuq, dermis, underskin;
peritoneum; cf. H. Wehr, A Dictionary of Modern Written Arabic, edit, by
J. M. Cowan (Repr. Wiesbaden 1980).
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OKEVTi, Tj = oKEvojoia, preparing, recipe, prescription (of magic substances
or concoctions): 'H 6e oke-uti tov ^ripiov eatlv aiSxTi Cyran. 1.18. 25; cf.
1, 18. 30, 1. 24. 71, 1. 24. 80, 2. 3. 18. For the meaning, cf. KaxaoKevfi
and TiapaoKEVTi. New meaning.
OKViJiTi, r\, subst., a kind of thin ant of yellow color: ol 6e Xenxol Kal
iaxvol Kttl ^avGoi (sc. |ivp|XTiKe(;), oitiveq Xeyovxai a>cvi7ia{ Cyran. 2.
25. 5. New word.
atCMiiq, iSoq, i], a leather container for amulets: eav 5e ttiv KEcpaXTjv
a\)TTi<; hQr\Gr\ eic, oKuxiSa iieXaivav Cyran 2. 28. 6. New meaning.
oxeKXdpiov, TO, subst. = mtoTixpov, Lat. speculum, mirror: ix9t)6iov
atpoTYuXov, Siavyeq 5e to oS^a dx; (paivEoGai auxov x-qv pdxw 6ia
xov acb^iaxoq ax; 5ia oKEKXapiov Cyran. 1. 10. 12-13. New meaning.
LSJ does record the word, but with a different meaning, namely "= Lat. lapis
specularis, i.e. mica or talc." LSJ Suppl. records the word from Cyran. and
Zos. Alch. 139. 2, without indicating that the word in Cyran. has a
completely different meaning; obviously, LSJ derives the word from the
Lat. specularis (sc. lapis), which = mica or talc. However, in Cyran, the
word is actually a diminutive-looking morphological development in Greek
from the Lat. speculum (> aniKovX-, otiekX- + dimin. suffix -dpiov; cf.
TiaiSdpiov); the meaning of the word in Cyran. is that of the Lat. speculum
and the Greek Kocxonxpov (a word which does in fact appear written as a
supralinear gloss in cod. I of Cyran.).
oxaKXTi, T], subst. = cnoSoq, ashes: ^.Exd axdKXTi<; a-uKivriq
-n 6p\)ivTi<;
Kttl EXaxivT\q Cyran. 2. 33. 5. New word. Cf. also the derivative
axaKTco5Ti<;, "ash-coloured, ashy."
aia^x>Xi^, {6o<;, ti, medical techn. term, a disease afflicting the eyeball:
TCEpl 6£ oA,ov xov PoXp6v, TixEpvyiov, A^uKcojxa . . . oxacpvXiq Cyran. 1.
16. 17. New meaning. It is very probable that oxa(p\)Xiq signifies the
same thing as axacpvXcoiia, "a defect in the eye inside the cornea."
aTE9avoq, 6, text, gloss on PaoiXEiov = X6(poq, the crest or tuft on the
head of birds: FXav^ opvEov eoxi tixtivov . . . oq e'xev 5iaKOEi6£(;
PaaiA.Eiov, tixoi axEcpavov, inX xo\> npoodmov Cyran. 3. 10. 3. New
meaning.
otTiGiaiog, a, ov, adj. = Lat. mammosa, big-breasted, with swelling
breast: £%ei 6k yX\)(pr[\ IeXtjvtjv ox; oxTjGiaiav Cyran. 1. 10. 94. The
adj. with this meaning is recorded in LSJ, but it was known to us up to
now only through glossaries, which have preserved it without a context.
a\>yKax>ai<;, eox;, t\, medical techn. term, a kind of eye disease,
inflammation of the eye: nepi Se oXov xov 6(p9aX|i6v, ^Xey^iovti . . .
a\)YKavai.(; Cyran. 1. 16. 22. New meaning.
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0'oX'nYO'66iv, to, text, gloss on ^vXopdxTiq and ToixopdT'n<;, a kind of
domestic lizard resembling a small crocodile: fyi'ko^dxr\<; ol 5e toixopdxTiv
o ol TioXAol avvTjGtix; aap.a|j.v9iiv Xeyovaiv, exepoi 6e ovXtiyovSiv Cyran.
2. 29. 3. New word. Non-Greek word of unknown origin. Ducangius
Gloss, records with the same meaning the forms oiXXiyovSi and
(jt)X.{YOup5ov.
oi>v5pop.T|, T], astrological techn. term, of stars, assembling, gathering
together: idiaq noir\oE\. a\)v5po^d(; tkxvtwv tSv cpaivonevcov daxepcov
Cyran. 1. 24. 61. New meaning.
ovvTapiYevoo, trans., to preserve together by drying or salting: o^ioicoq
6e TO TiTtap Kttl ol vecppol Kal t| Kap6ia Kal 6 7iv£\)p.Q)v
avvxapixEvOevxa xd avxd {©vxai Cyran. 2. 13. 14-15. New word.
CMWoxioL, T\, accidental encounter, meeting, social intercourse: d^ioXoyov
Kal npoo(pikr{ a\)vx'u%{ai(; 5"ovaax6Jv . . . x^P^^v Tiape^ei Cyran. 1.1.
173-74. New meaning.
Zvpid^, d5o<;, r\,from Syria. Syrian: Sevxepa pCpXoq ano xfj(; TipcoxTiq
'ApxaiKTiq ZvpidSoq ovoa Cyran. prol. 71 and 77 (p. 17). This is a poetic
formation concerning which cf. 'Axepovoidq, 'EA.iKa)vid<;, 'lXid<; (adj.) and
AiyvTixidq, the last not recorded in LSI but dealt with in the present
author's "Addenda to the LSJ Greek-English Lexicon: Lexicographical
Notes on the Vocabulary of the Oracula Sibyllina" EAAHNIKA 38 (1987)
55.
coGxiXXoi, trans., to protect something from exposure to open air,
sunlight, etc., opposite of aiGpid^to (see above): 5id x6 xdq }\[iipa<;
avGxiXXeiv avxo (sc. x6 (pvxov) Kal v'ukx6(; alGpid^eiv Cyran.
1. 24. 16. New meaning.
TeKvoanopecD, intrans., of women, to conceive, to become pregnant:
dva^Tipaivei ydp xdq (pvoei^ xwv yuvaiKwv Kal noiei xeKvooTiopfiaai
Cyran. 1. 18. 23-24. New word.
xexpdxpcoM-og, ov, adj., offour colors: avxb 5e (sc. x6 ^roov eno\|/)
xexpdxpto^ov (v./. xexpdxpoov) ox; Eineiv Tipoq xdq liaoapac, xpoTidq
xov Evva\)xo\) Cyran. 1. 7. 51. New word.
x\iT\i'f\piov, x6, subst., a cutting instrument, e.g. a knife: Xapcbv
x^TjXTipvov Gxioov THv Kop\)(pT|v Cyran. 4. 65. 11. New word, unrecorded in
the lexica; nor is there in the lexica any adj. x^T|XTipio<;.
toiXOpdx'n^, 6, a kind of domestic lizard resembling a small crocodile:
^vXopdxTj^ ol 6e xoixopdxTiv . . . Xiyox>aiv, . . . elboq eaxi KopKo5eiXov
^iiKpov Cyran. 2. 29. 2. For similar compound formations, see t,x>Xo^dxT]<;
above. Not in LSJ. Ducangius Gloss, and Steph. Thes. record the forms
xoixopavaxTi<; and xoixopdxTjq in the above sense but from a late source.
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xpi<fdXX\.oq (sc. ^oxdvT]), t\ = xpi(p\)XXov, clover, Bot. Trifolium
fragiferum: Tpi<pvA,XiO(; poxdvTi eotIv yvcbpi^ioq naovv Cyran. 1. 19. 3.
New form. Hesychius records only the form xpiipvXkjoq (s.v. paXXapiq).
tpixaio^, o. subst., a kind of sea-fish (precise identification impossible):
xpixaiog ixQvq ioxi GaXdaaio; Cyran. 4. 63. 2. New word, unrecorded in
the lexica except in Steph. Thes., which records it ^.v. ipix^c,. Two other
fish names deriving from the same base are recorded in LSJ,Tp\x^c, and
tpiXia^. It is likely that tpixaioq is a variant of one of these forms,
signifying the same kind of fish ("anchovy").
Tpixonoteo, to cause hair to grow: Kal tpixojioiei a.x>xr\ (sc. t] i\XiaKr[
C,avpa) Cyran. 2. 14. 34. The single citation for this meaning in LSJ,
Alex. Trail. 1. 1, is according to the same lexicon a varia lectio for
xpixocpuei. Thus our citation here is the first certain documentation of the
use of the word with this meaning.
TpiXoq>'oe(o, fo cflM^e hair to grow: al 6e tpixeq amoti (sc.xox)
Axxycoov) . . . xoiq ji-opiKavoTOK; eA.Keoi KaGapav ot)?lTiv i\mo\.o\><5\. Kal
tpiXO(pt)oiiai Cyran. 2. 24. 28. Meaning absent from LSJ. Recorded, in
this sense, in Soph. Lex. with a citation from Dioscorides.
xpooyXiX'ng, 6, subst. = oxpovGoq, sparrow: EovQpoc,, ol Se axpot)0ov, r\
TfupYixTjv,
"n
xpoyyX,ixT|v xot>xov KaXoiioiv Cyran. 3. 32. 2. Thompson, A
Glossary of Greek Birds, who does not include Cyran. among his citations
s.v. xpoyyXixTiq (p. 292), is undecided between the meanings "wren" and
"sparrow." In addition to the fact that Cyran. provides the defmitive answer
to the question, one may point out against Thompson's reservations that (a)
not only the wren, but also the sparrow lives in xpayyXai, which the latter,
however, invariably digs into the external walls of houses in rural areas; (b)
the sparrow is an edible bird and as such is referred to in Cyran., whereas the
wren is not; (c) the sparrow was always regarded as a bird of Aphrodite and
as such was associated with lasciviousness; for this reason it must be the
sparrow, and not the wren, whose roasted flesh Cyran. (3. 32, 5)
recommends as an aphrodisiac. The word is recorded in LSJ, but that
lexicon is uncertain about its precise signification: "a bird, prob. =
xptoYA.o6\)XTi(; II . . .". But the meaning s.v. xpcoyXoS^XTiq II, "wren.
Troglodytes europaeus," is not applicable to the word xpcoyXixriq, which, as
Cyran. explicitly says, is the same as oxpo^iGo^ and Trupyixric;, i.e. sparrow.
The explanation, therefore, in LSJ s.v. xp(OYX(xTi(;must be accordingly
corrected.
'{)6p{Tn^, 6 = pdxpaxoc; 'u6p(x'n(;, a kind offrog, a waterfrog (different both
from the amphibious, common frog and the xepoaicx; Paxpa/oq referred to
also as aocKKoq, for which see above): Td 5e vnb xwv ocpetov yivo^eva
6T|Y^otxa iaxai ^axpaxoc, b6pixT|(; ^©v Cyran. 2. 30. 15. New word.
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vnoGv^ido), trans., to burn something for fumigation: eotv ovv tk;
Ppaxv XT\c, PoTdvii<; |i.exd KOTipou yvitbc, vnoQvynda^ hno TtepaiKiav,
<pMXkopor\oe\ Cyran. 1, 10. 23. This construction, with the accusative
denoting the substance burnt for fumigation, is new and unrecorded in the
lexica. The regular construction is with accusative of the thing fumigated
and dative of the substance with which the fumigation is performed. The
verb occurs also with double accusative (Cyran. 3. 9. 29), another
construction absent from the lexica.
-i>noKanv{Cop,ai, passive, to be used as a fumigation substance, to be
burned for the purpose of fumigation: \)7toKa7ivi^6|j.evov 6e Kal
Kaxaxpi6p.evov |xeX.iaaa>v Kal acptiKfiv 6T|YnaTa iaxai Cyran. 2. 6. 25;
cf. 2. 17. 11-12, 2. 30. 12-13. New construction.
-uTCoXa^ovpioq, ov, adj., rather bright-blue: 'AXicowv axpovGiov eaxlv
eiSfj-opcpov 7cdv\), vnoijctCpvpiov Cyran. 3. 2. 2. New word. For the origin
of the word, see hxCpvpw above.
vnoniKpitlm, intrans., of herbs, to have a somewhat bitter taste: ZcoTixoq
PoxdvTi Eoxiv E5tb5iM.o(;, -ujioTUKpC^oDoa Cyran. 5. 6. 2. New word.
"OTtopptDYiov, x6, subst., medical techn. term, sore under the surface of the
flesh as a result of injury, ruptured subcutaneous tissue: Kal Tiaaa 6e f|
PoxdvTj (sc. d^neXcx; ^.eAxxiva) dpixoSicx; e7tiA.Ti7ixiKoi<; . . . tioiei 6e Kal
npbq xohq xSv -uTioppcoYicov Xocpovq TiA.Kco^Evovq Cyran. 1.1. 122. New
word.
vitooToxpoq, ov, adj., rather astringent: NdpGri^ poxdvTj . . . GEp^iaVxiKTi
liExpiox; Kal vnooxxxpoc, Cyran. 5. 13. 2-3. New word.
(piXdyp'UTivoq, ov, ad}., fond of staying awake: Potxpov Xiyovaiv xive(;
opvEov (piXdYp\)7cvov Cyran. 3. 8. 2. The word is used here in its literal
meaning, whereas the meaning in LSJ is figurative, "wakeful."
9iX,xponoi6^, ov, adj., functioning as a love-charm: xd be q)d avxfic;
(sc. xfiq KopcbvT|<;) . . . Ti6oviKd Eoxiv dyav Kal 9iXxpo7coid Cyran. 3.
22. 8; cf. 3. 43. 8-9, 3. 55. 16. New meaning.
(pXePtov, x6, subst., dimin. of (pAi\|/, a vein, streak, or stripe of different
color on stone, marble etc.: odTKpEipoq XiBo<; . . . e'xwv Kal cp^Epia
(scribe (p^Epia) xp^oa Cyran. 1. 18. 9. The word is used here without
any diminutive force. Recorded in LSJ, but with different meanings.
<p\)XaKt6v, x6 = (p\)XaKXT|piov, amulet: ei Kal ov^xa xr[(; SE^iaq X£ipo<;
i\i^dXkT\q x& (pvXaKxS Cyran. 1. 21. 45; cf. 2. 23. 26. Recorded in
Steph. Thes., Soph. Lex. and Ducangius Gloss., but not in LSJ.
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qxDKEiov, TO, subst., seal skin: Kal nalbac, xoix; et^ to qwoKiov (scribe
(pcoKeiov) inayo\ievo'oc, Cyran. 2. 41. 17. LSJ records only the adj.
(pCOKElOq.
90I)kik65, T|, 6v = (pa>Keio^, of a seal: (pcoKiKov (p-uXaKxripiov Schol.
marg. ad Cyran. 2. 41. 29. New word.
9a>XE6KoiTO^, ov, adj., of wild animals, living in dens, sleeping in lairs:
TiTTivciJv Kal venoScov tkxvtcov Kal (ptoXeoKoucov Cyran. 1. 7. 43 (= p.
51. 31). Poetic coinage. New word.
XaXKOvq, f|, ovv, adj., in the phr. x^^^^ aa-upa, a kind of lizard,
evidently owing its appellation to its copper-like color: ^avpSv 6e eiai
YEVTi TpCa. f| nEv TiXiaKTi Xeyexai, t] 6e x^^kti. "H Se xkcapd Cyran. 2.
14. 3. New meaning. Regarding the three kinds of lizards distinguished by
Cyran., see TiXiaK6<; above.
XapievTiiq, 6, adj. = xapieii;, graceful, charming: olXX' eaxai ev naoi
XapievTTjc; Kal r[ox>x^oc, Cyran. 3. 1. 11. New word (as noted already by
Kaimakis).
XapiTTJoiog, a, ov, adj., of amulets, conducive to winning favor,
conducive to making someone charming: oi 6e 6(p8aX^ol . . . %apiTrioio{
eioiv Cyran. 2. 1. 11-12. New word. LSJ records only the neuter
substantive form xapixriaiov, in the sense "spell for winning favour."
Cyran. uses both the adj. and the subst.: 2. 14. 12, 4. 67. 18.
Xapixooo, trans. = xapiTOTioieto, to make someone graceful or charming:
f| 6e xo^^ '^Tl<5 Kaii-nXo-o . . . Koojxei . . . Kal xapv^oi Cyran. 2. 18. 5. New
meaning.
XeipaypiKoq, 6, subst., medical techn. term, a person who suffers from
gout in the hand: tovtod (sc. xox> iktivo-u) r[ KecpaXri ^TlpwvGeiaa . . .
TtoSaypiKovx; oxpeXei Kal xEvpotypiKovc; Cyran. 3. 19. 4. LSJ does record
XEipaypiKoq, but only as an adj., and its only citation is actually a
conjecture.
Xeipaypo^, 6, subst., medical techn. term = xeipaXyoq, a person who
sixersfrom gout in the hand: 7co6aYpoi)(; Kal xei-paYpo\)(; PotiGei Cyran.
3. 1. 16; cf. 2. 24. 31. 2. 40. 54, 3. 1. 74, 3. 36. 42. The word was known
up to now through glossaries, which have preserved it without a context.
Note that the word is oxytone (cf. x£ipa^Yo<;. noSaypoq, nobaXyoq,
YovaYp6<;), contra LSJ.
XeXiSovia, tj, in the phr. xe^iSovla PoxavTi, a plant name, swallowwort,
the greater celandine, Bot Chelidonium majus: \ieia x^Xou xe^'-Sovia<;
PoTavTiq Cyran. 3. 3. 12. Apparently, this plant is the same as xe^i56viov
TO ^lEYa mentioned by Dioscor. Mat. Med. 2. 180 and cited in LSJ s.v.
New meaning.
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XeA,i6<DV, 6vo(;, t\ = xe^v66viov, bryony, Bot. Bryonia cretica: fj |i£v
npcoTT) a\ineXo<; XevKr\, r[v xiveq Pp-utoviav KaXouoiv, ol 6e xeXiSova
Cyran. 1. 1. 107. New meaning.
%t\K&^, 6, a kind of sea-fish: xtjAxx; ix^\><; eoxi QaXaaaioc, Cyran. 4. 71. 2.
New word. Etymological connection between this word and xti^tj. X^^^ is
doubtful.
xA,e^a, ato^, to, a kind offish (precise identification impossible):
xAiiiaxcx; 6(p0aX|xo{ Cyran. 4. 70. 2. New word.
xXtapoq, d, 6v (I) x^<op« (sc. t^avpa), a kind of lizard owing its
appellation to its greenish-yellow color: ^aupSv 6e eiai yevri xpia. fi
)iEv TiXiKaicn Xiyexai, f] 5e X"^'<^. ^ 5e x^^pa Cyran, 2. 14. 3. New
meaning. The x^«pa CpL'opa is, of course, the same as the x^copoaaijpa,
which occurs in the Scholia recentiora of Theocritus (2. 58, 7. 22) and is
recorded from there in LSJ. (II) x^o)p6(; (sc. opviq), subst., a kind of bird
known also as (ppvvo; and I'lctEpcx; (Pliny HN 30. 94 identifies iKrepoq with
the bird galgulus, the golden oriole. The bird in question is most probably
the same as xX,copootpov9(ov, or better xA-topootpoijOiov, known to us
through glossaries.): Opt»vo(; nxTivov, ol 5e iKxepov, oi hk xkinpov
AiyoDoiv Cyran. 1, 21. 6. New meaning.
XoXopoxavTi, Ti, a kind of SpaKovxiov, namely a kind of edder-wort, Bot.
Dracunculus vulgaris, from the seeds of which a red juice is extracted: aiSxri
6e Aiyexai Kpeixxco t| xo^oPoxdvri, t^xk; e'xei (pvXXa nXaxea o)ioia
nXxxxavoiq Cyran. 1. 4. 6. New word.
XpTijiaTiKoq, T|, 6v = xpTifiaxiaxiKoq, oracular, prophetic: KoXvxpriaxov
Kttl xpTiM-axiKov eoxi x6 ^©ov Cyran. 3. 46. 5. New meaning.
Xv^icooi^, Eox;, Ti, medical techn. term, a kind of eye-disease: nepl 5e oXov
xov 6(p0aX|i6v, <pXzy^ovi\, (pi^Koaic,, xt^^wok; Cyran. 1. 16. 21. New
meaning.
\|fe\)5o5{Kxeiov, x6, subst. = EXeXio(paKo<;, the aromatic herb sage, Bot.
Salvia triloba: xife-uSoSiKxeiov t^xoi eXicpaoKov (scribe iXEXic<paKov) fj
PiKiov pco^aiKOK; odXpia Schol. marg. ad Cyran 1. 23. 16. New word.
For other Greek plant names with n/£\)5o- as the first component, cf.
A|/£\)5oPovviov, \j/ev5o5{Kxa|i,vov, v£\)6oKdp7iaoo(;, ii/EvSoKUTiEipoq,
\|/£\)56vap5o<;, \|/£\)5oa£A,ivov.
^MaXyia, t], medical techn. term = Lat. lumbago, lumborum dolores, i.e.
ailment afflicting the male genital organs: x6 6£ aTio^Ejia . . . yf-oaXyiaic,
PoT|0£i Cyran. 5. 15. 6. New word.
yv5pa^, ttKoq, 6, subst. = \)/'o6pdKiov, pimple, pustule: yivExai ti
KOTtpo^ avxot) \sc. xot> \|/dpo\)) pvnxiKTi (6ax£ Kttl £(pTiX£i<; (XTioa^Tixeiv
Kttl (paKovg Kttl v\)5paKa^ o\|/£ax; Cyran. 3. 53. 5. LSJ does record this
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word, but only from Etym. Mag., which has preserved it as an isolated
lexical item without a context. Cf. also Zonarae Lexicon (Tittmann) c.
1875 and S. Epiph. De Duodecim Gemmis V p. 297 (PG XLIII). Soph.
Lex. does record the word, with a citation from Galen.
\|fvX.Xioq (sc. PotdvTi), T] = \^i-dXX\.o\
,
flea-wort: yuXXioq eaxi potdvn
Ttaai yvcooTTi Cyran. 1. 23. 3. New form.
\j/\)Xpvq, 1605, Ti, subst., a plant growing in the country of the Chaldaeans
and possessed of cooling properties. Identification uncertain: \t/t)XP^
PoxavTi eaxlv ev yr^ XaX5ai(ov (pvo^ievri Cyran. 5. 23. 1. New word.
SKtp.og (sc. PoxdvTi), f| = ©Kip.ov, the aromatic herb basil: ©Ki^ioq
PotdvTi Cyran, 1. 24. 1; cf. 1. 24, 26 and 48. New form. The fem. form
is attested also in Latin, ocimos (Ps.-Apul. Herb. Interpol. 120. 20), which
TLL incorrectly regards as masculine.
(OKVicxepo^, 6, subst., swallow: cbicvntEpoq TitTjvov . . . o eaxiv f|
Koivfix; X£YOM.evT| xe^^^cbv Cyran. 1. 24. 5. New meaning.
0)K\)t0K{a, Ti, of women in labor, speedy delivery, quick childbirth:
ea9i6|j,evoi. 6e {sc. 01 ocpGaXfiol xr\c, xeA,i66vo(;) . . . toicuxoKiav napexo-uoi
Cyran, 3. 50. 19-20; cf. 4. 28, 5, Recorded as a hapax in LSJ from Rhetor,
in Cat. Cod. Astr. 8 (4). 133, as a "conjecture for o^vtoKia." Thus the
present lemma provides the first certain documentation of the existence of
the word.
<bn£^, {6o(;, Ti = p.aiv{<;, a tiny, edible sprat-like fish which was salted and
dried, Maena vulgaris: 'Q^l<; GaXxxacia . . . o KaXovoi |xaivi6a Cyran. 1.
24. 7. The word is recorded in LSJ Suppl. from Cyran., but it defines it
only as "a sea fish." Moreover, it incorrectly states that the genitive is "not
known." The genitive is found at 1. 24. 53 and 60, and the accusative at 1.
24. 70.
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